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ABSTRACT 
This dissertation describes new applications for electrospray laser desorption 
ionization mass spectrometry imaging (ELDI-MSI). While ELDI was introduced over a 
decade ago, relatively few technical advancements or applications have been published. 
ELDI combines laser ablation with an ultraviolet (UV) laser with electrospray ionization 
(ESI). A similar method using an infrared (IR) laser known as laser ablation electrospray 
ionization (LAESI) operates under the same general setup as ELDI. However, the 
inherent shorter wavelengths used allow for ELDI to achieve higher spatial resolutions 
when compared with LAESI. Thus, ELDI was used on various plant samples as a 
comparison to studies done with LAESI, but at greater spatial resolutions than reported 
in those studies. The results using ELDI were shown to be comparable to LAESI.  
A more extensive study on plant leaves was done to show the applicability of 
ELDI to study biological pathways and phenomena. Light exposure was altered across 
coleus leaves and the differences in concentrations of sugars, amino acids, and 
flavonoids were monitored over time. Using ELDI-MSI, a source-sink relationship 
between the two halves of each leaf was observed.  
Next, the uptake of isotopically labeled glucose media was observed in 
Arabidopsis plants over a two-week time period. This was done at high spatial resolution 
(50 µm) for an atmospheric pressure, matrix-free method. Plants grown in the 
isotopically labeled glucose solution were shown to have isotopically enriched amino 
acid signals in the mass spectra and corresponding MS-images. This showed that the 
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glucose media directly participated in the biological pathways which make the amino 
acids. The localization of the glucose uptake was observed in the MS-images.  
LAESI utilizing an IR laser needs appreciable water content for an ablation event 
to occur. However, ELDI using a UV laser does not. Therefore, ELDI can analyze “dry” 
samples where traditional LAESI cannot. This led to the analysis of pharmaceutical 
tablets with ELDI and its capability to image tablets was demonstrated. The study was 
the first application of either LAESI or ELDI to image tablets, and the first MSI-method to 
diagnose agglomeration and crystallinity in pills. This is important to the pharmaceutical 
industry, as crystallinity alters the bioavailability of active pharmaceutical ingredients. 
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CHAPTER 1. 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Mass Spectrometry Imaging 
Many well-established analytical methods have been put into practice to 
elucidate chemical information. Mass spectrometry (MS) is one of the most widely used 
techniques due to its superior sensitivity and wide ranging applications. While 
separations in the form of chromatography commonly precede detection by MS, 
important spatial information about the distributions of compounds is lost.1 The spatial 
distributions of compounds in their natural biological matrices contain important 
information for the fields of lipidomics, metabolomics, and proteomics.2,3,4 Similarly, 
biomedical research benefits greatly from accumulation information of drug-uptake in 
animal tissue.5  
Recently, mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) has emerged as a viable source of 
spatial distribution data utilizing the sensitivity and versatility that MS provides. Since 
MSI is a non-targeted technique it is not limited to detection of a single compound of 
interest, but can concurrently provide valuable molecular distribution data for different 
classes of compounds. This has led to an explosion of applications and ionization 
mechanisms for MSI in the past decade.6  
In principle, MSI requires extraction and ionization of analyte molecules from a 
sample surface in a spatially resolved manner.7 This is typically done by rastering a laser 
beam or solvent stream across the sample surface. The spatial positioning of the beam 
is related to mass spectra collected at that specific time point. Each individual point 
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across the sample surface is then combined to form a molecular map and compared to 
an optical image of the sample. Figure 1 shows how mass spectra combine to form an 
MS-image. A point-by-point rastering method allows mass spectra to be collected from 
compounds in a confined spatial area which determines the lateral resolution of the 
ionization method. Since data are collected for the entire m/z range, molecular 
distribution maps can be created for all detected compounds from a single MSI 
acquisition. An important consideration when using MSI is that analyte extraction and 
ionization efficiency may differ based on the makeup of biological sample matrices.8 
This effect is also called ion suppression. For example, when imaging a biological sample 
that has two very different types of tissues, the laser energy absorbance may differ 
between those tissues, thus extraction and ionization of analyte molecules may also 
differ.  
Many factors must be taken into consideration when choosing an MSI method. 
As previously mentioned, there have been a number of ionization methods introduced 
for MSI and each have their own advantages and drawbacks. MSI methods are generally 
compared by their spatial resolution, ion source pressure, and sample preparation 
protocols.9 Higher spatial resolutions have allowed techniques such as matrix-assisted 
laser desorption ionization (MALDI) MSI to collect sub-cellular data.10 While a higher 
spatial resolution is almost always desirable, data collection and analysis times are 
subsequently increased. The most commonly used imaging techniques (e.g. MALDI and 
secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS)) usually operate under vacuum.9 This is a 
factor in the superior spatial resolution associated with these methods, due to a high ion 
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extraction efficiency under reduced pressure. However there are benefits to analyzing 
samples in their native environment at atmospheric pressure (AP), which has led to the 
introduction of AP techniques such as desorption electrospray ionization (DESI), laser 
ablation electrospray ionization (LAESI), and electrospray laser desorption ionization 
(ELDI).6 Sample preparation is also a key factor which differs based on the MSI method 
utilized. Treating the sample prior to analysis can improve ion yields, but can also be 
time consuming and alter the sample surface.11  
This dissertation focuses on ELDI-MSI applications for plant metabolomics and 
pharmaceutical preparations. The most common ionization sources for these fields will 
be explained in more detail. These sources include MALDI, DESI, and LAESI. The recent 
contributions to these two fields for each method will also be discussed. Subsequently, a 
description of ELDI-MSI and its potential for analysis of plants and pharmaceutical 
preparations will be discussed. Figure 2 shows the key differences in these four 
ionization sources. 
 
MALDI-MSI 
MALDI is the most widely used ionization source for MSI. MALDI requires the 
uniform application of a matrix (often a small organic compound) across the entire 
surface of the sample.12 This applied matrix absorbs the energy from an incident laser 
beam and facilitates desorption of analyte molecules. Upon desorption of both matrix 
and analyte compounds, ionization transfer of the energy absorbing matrix and the 
analyte molecules takes place, although this process is not fully understood.  
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MALDI is a well-researched method that has many different matrices available 
for different analyses. Careful deposition of the ionization matrix is important and the 
matrix particle size can determine the spatial resolution of MALDI experiments.10 
Extensive sample preparation, such as sectioning or using a cryostat, before matrix 
application may be needed depending on the sample.  
MALDI has been demonstrated with both IR and UV lasers, although UV lasers 
are more common. One of the biggest advantages for MALDI is its soft ionization, 
leading to little fragmentation of analyte ions. Important for the field of proteomics, 
MALDI can measure large molecules (>100 kDa), but has also been demonstrated to be 
effective in the field of metabolomics.13 Typical MALDI ion sources operate under 
vacuum to increase ion yields and spatial resolution, but AP-MALDI has been 
demonstrated at high spatial resolutions for small molecules. Under vacuum, spatial 
resolutions of 1 µm have been reported. Using MALDI under high vacuum however can 
lead to loss of small volatile molecules and takes the sample out of its native 
environment, possibly altering sample morphology.9 
As reported by Roessner14 in 2015, MALDI accounts for approximately half of all 
plant-based MSI papers. Achieving high spatial resolution and utilizing a multiplex 
imaging approach for more robust analysis of plant tissues has been discussed.15 
Continued research in MALDI matrices for plant endogenous compounds is needed for 
MALDI-MSI.16 MALDI-MSI has been used for multiple types of plant tissue including 
roots, stems, leaves, flowers, fruit, and seeds.16 High resolution MALDI (~5 µm) has been 
shown to spatially resolve lipids and metabolites in maize roots.17 While the lower mass 
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range can have matrix-ion interferences with MALDI, recent studies have shown its 
utility for imaging plant metabolites in this lower mass range.18,19 MALDI-MSI has been 
especially successful for interrogating physiological information on biological processes 
in plant leaves.14,20,21 
MALDI-MSI has been reported extensively for use in drug metabolism studies. 
For example, MALDI-MSI has tracked drug development in brain tissue22, as well as 
distribution of drugs in organs23 and tumors.24 MALDI-MSI has even been shown at 
atmospheric pressure at very high resolution (<2 µm).25 However, very little research 
has been done using MALDI-MSI for imaging active pharmaceutical ingredients (API) in 
tablet formulations.26 The first example was done by Earnshaw et al.27 as a proof-of-
concept. In this study, MALDI was shown to work on a variety of tablets for API imaging. 
However, due to the need for a flat surface for matrix-application, certain tablets could 
not be imaged. One issue the authors identified with using MALDI-MSI for tablet 
imaging was the need to ablate through the external tablet coating. Also, certain shapes 
and textures of tablets made surface imaging difficult.  
Another example of MALDI-MSI on pharmaceutical tablets was by Gut and 
coworkers.28 In this study, MALDI-MSI was combined with statistical analysis methods to 
determine variation in MALDI matrices and spatial distributions of active ingredients. 
The authors tested their method on a home-made aspartame tablet and the commercial 
tablet Coversyl® 4 mg. This study had the same constraints as the aforementioned 
MALDI-MSI experiment, as both were sensitive to tablet features and homogeneous 
matrix application.  
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DESI-MSI 
Introduced in 2004 by Cooks’ group29, DESI uses a charged solvent stream from 
an altered ESI source to desorb and ionize surface molecules from a solid sample. DESI 
doesn’t require extensive sample preparation and is operated at AP. Since DESI is a non-
destructive method, as opposed to laser-based MSI methods, it has the advantage of 
preserving most of the sample for additional analyses (e.g. histology). However, the 
surface is somewhat altered after DESI analysis. While DESI cannot achieve the high 
resolutions that MALDI boasts, lateral resolutions of <50 µm have been reported with a 
nano-spray capillary known as nano-DESI.30 One downside to DESI is its sensitivity to the 
properties of the sample surface due to the desorption process. Thus, an imprinting 
process is sometimes used to account for uneven sample surfaces.31 The desorption 
solvent used can also lead to selective extraction, skewing results.27 The mass range for 
DESI is limited to below 2000 Da, so it is better suited for analysis of lipids, metabolites, 
and small peptides.14   
DESI is the most widely used non laser-based MSI method. Many variations of 
DESI have been introduced, which are discussed in review articles.4-6 For example, a 
recently demonstrated method called reactive nano-DESI adds reactive chemical species 
into the ESI stream to target specific chemical classes.32 DESI-MSI has spatially resolved 
flavonoids, sugars, anthocyanins, glycoalkaloids, and secondary metabolites in plant 
samples.33 
DESI-MSI has been shown to identify counterfeit pharmaceuticals qualitatively.34 
Using MSI, it was determined that counterfeit drug manufacturers were adept at 
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creating pharmaceutical preparations due a homogeneous spatial distribution of drug 
compounds in counterfeit tablet samples. In this study, DESI-MSI was done in 
conjunction with nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and direct analysis in 
real-time (DART) MS for a multi-faceted forensic analysis. This was the first real 
application of MSI on pharmaceutical preparations found in the literature.26 In 2013, 
Cooks’ lab demonstrated the use of fiducial markers in combination with DESI-MSI on 
pharmaceutical tablets. This method was shown to be a possible tool for quality control 
and counterfeit drug identification.35   
 
LAESI-MSI 
LAESI utilizes an IR laser (typically 2940 nm) on water-rich samples for ablation 
with post-ionization via ESI.36 The laser energy is absorbed by water which acts as a 
pseudo-matrix. This makes LAESI quite applicable for biological samples. The laser 
ablation event is due to heating caused by water absorbing the IR radiation (through the 
O-H bond vibration), causing vaporization of surface molecules. The ablation plume is 
mostly neutral, hence the need for the addition of the ESI source. Charged droplets from 
the ESI interact with the ablation plume, transferring charge and extracting analyte 
molecules from sample particulates in the ablation plume.37 A similar method 
introduced before LAESI called matrix-assisted laser desorption electrospray ionization 
(MALDESI) uses the same general setup as LAESI but with an externally applied matrix 
(similar to MALDI) and charged sample slide.38 However, MALDESI has been shown to 
work with ice as a matrix, ultimately using water as a pseudo-matrix, similar to LAESI.39  
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Although LAESI now has a commercial source available (Protea LAESI DP-100040), 
it still has not been widely used for plant metabolomics beyond proof-of-concept 
studies.41 This is partly due to its poor spatial resolution (~200 µm) relative to reduced 
pressure MALDI. Many of these proof-of-principle studies have been done with 
modified LAESI sources on plant samples.41 LAESI was successful in imaging flavonoids 
and other small metabolites in various plant samples.42 Recently, single-cell LAESI-MSI 
has been reported, but was limited to very large cells (>100 µm).43,44 LAESI has also been 
used in tandem with other methods for semi-quantitative MSI in plant leaves.45  
Before this dissertation, the only moderately detailed plant study using LAESI-
MSI was done by Etalo and coworkers.46 This previous study analyzed metabolite 
changes in infected tomato leaves. This showed the applicability of LAESI for plant 
metabolomics, but suffered from a lateral resolution of 500 µm.  
Since its introduction, LAESI has seen many advances and applications. For 
example, coupling LAESI-MSI to ion mobility separation (IMS) has been shown to 
concurrently image and separate isobaric compounds.47 LAESI in tandem with IMS has 
been used on plants, although without MSI.48 While not as adept at analyzing proteins 
as MALDI, LAESI-MSI has been used to image small proteins in mouse lungs.49 Another 
study has explored the utility of LAESI-MSI for 3D imaging of bacteria with lipids and 
peptides reported.50 However, LAESI-MSI has not been reported for use in studying the 
morphology of pharmaceutical preparations.  
Another ion source was introduced using an infrared laser called laser ablation 
metastable-induced chemical ionization (LAMICI).51 This was used to image tablets, but 
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only for proof of concept. LAMICI was successful in detecting the API in acetaminophen 
tablets. None of the aforementioned MSI studies diagnosed agglomeration or 
crystallinity in pharmaceutical preparations.  
 
ELDI-MSI 
ELDI was first introduced by Shiea and coworkers52 in 2005, and was the first MS 
ionization method to couple laser desorption with electrospray ionization. ELDI is 
analogous to LAESI, but uses a UV laser. This difference has specific implications on the 
analyte extraction process as the incident photons are not absorbed by water in the 
sample, but by UV-absorbing compounds in the natural sample matrix.53 Therefore, ELDI 
can desorb molecules from samples without appreciable water content whereas 
conventional LAESI cannot. Due to the inherent shorter wavelengths of UV lasers, ELDI 
has the potential to achieve much lower spot sizes and therefore better spatial 
resolutions as compared to IR-laser based methods.54 As long as a sample has UV-
absorbing molecules an ablation event will occur, thus extracting analyte compounds 
from the natural sample matrix. Due to the addition of post-ionization via ESI, no 
applied matrix is needed for ionization of non UV-absorbers. The specifics of the ELDI 
ionization source55 are discussed in the Chapter 2 materials and methods section. Figure 
3A shows the ELDI-MSI source setup used for the work in this dissertation. Figure 3B is a 
schematic of the mass spectrometer utilized. 
Laser desorption ionization (LDI) using a UV laser without post-ionization via 
electrospray has been used by Svatos56 at subcellular spatial resolutions, but suffers 
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from low ionization efficiency (~1% ion yield as compared with MALDI). Only strong 
absorbers at the particular laser wavelength used are ionized and ultimately detected. 
The addition of ESI after the laser ablation event allows for extracted molecules that are 
not ionized by the laser desorption process to be detected.  
ELDI has not been as widely used as the previously discussed ionization methods. 
This is in part due to the lack of a commercial ELDI source.57 ELDI-MSI has been used on 
fungi58 as well as plant and animal tissues53 to show its capabilities. However, ELDI-MSI 
for plants has not been explored beyond brief proof-of-concept studies. While ELDI has 
successfully shown to determine API content in tablets59, ELDI-MSI has not been 
explored for these samples. ELDI has seen some technique advancements, such as 
liquid-ELDI using an inorganic matrix in solutions to detect proteins60 and reactive-ELDI 
for proteomic studies using reactants in the ESI solution.61 However, ELDI-MSI has not 
seen major technical advancement since its introduction thirteen years ago.57  
This thesis describes applications of ELDI-MSI to the field of plant metabolomics 
and the pharmaceutical industry. This is the first time ELDI-MSI has been used to 
interrogate spatial distributions of small molecules (<1200 Da) in plants. This method 
was successful in imaging flavonoids, carbohydrates, amino acids, and organic acids in 
multiple types of plant leaves. Also described is one of the few MSI studies on 
pharmaceutical preparations, and the first using MSI to diagnose crystallinity and 
agglomeration.  
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Dissertation Organization 
 This dissertation is organized into six chapters and two appendices. This first 
chapter discusses the commonly used MSI methods for plant metabolomics and 
pharmaceutical analysis. Chapter 2 discusses our initial work with ELDI-MSI on plant 
tissue. The method specifics of the ELDI experiment are discussed in the chapter 2 
experimental section. Chapter 3 demonstrates the ability of ELDI-MSI for biological 
applications. This chapter uses ELDI-MSI to track metabolic changes due to 
environmental stimuli in coleus leaves.  Chapter 4 shows the ability of high-resolution 
ELDI-MSI at 50 µm lateral resolution for studies of Arabidopsis plants. Arabidopsis 
grown in isotopically labeled glucose solutions were monitored via ELDI-MSI to track 
glucose uptake in amino acids over the course of 14 days. Chapter 5 is the first 
application of ELDI-MSI to image APIs in pharmaceutical preparations, and the first MSI 
method to diagnose crystallinity and agglomeration. Chapter 6 is a summary of the work 
done in this thesis and discusses directions for future experiments.  
Appendix A is additional work done on coleus leaves to track pathway 
preference of anthocyanin biosynthesis. My contribution to this work was supporting 
analysis of MS and MSI data, and peak identification. Appendix B discusses new nitrides 
grown in a calcium-rich flux and their crystalline structure. My contribution to this work 
was inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) for elemental analysis of 
sample crystals.  
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Figures 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Mass spectra combining to form an MS-image. A) Tablet sample with ablation trenches formed 
by a UV laser using ELDI-MSI. Individual pixels are circled on the tablet sample figure, which 
correspond to the mass spectra of acetaminophen [M+H]
+
 shown. B) An MS-image of a tablet 
sample. The white circles represent the same spatial positions in 1A. When the relative ion count 
for acetaminophen is higher the intensity shown in the MS-image shows a subsequent increase 
at that spatial position.  
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Figure 2. Schematics of the four ionization sources discussed in this chapter. A) MALDI is shown ablating a 
sample covered in a UV-absorbing matrix at atmospheric pressure. Both matrix and analyte ions 
are detected. B) DESI is shown desorbing analyte ions from the sample surface with a directed 
ESI solvent. C) LAESI is shown ablating a sample with an IR laser, causing an explosion of 
particulates. The ablated particles interact with the ESI solvent and ESI ions as well as analyte 
ions are detected. D) ELDI is shown using the same general setup as LAESI, but with a UV laser for 
ablation. Again, both analyte and ESI ions are detected.  
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Figure 3. Setup used for ELDI-MSI in this dissertation. A) The laser beam is expanded prior to focusing to 
decrease the spot size at the focal point. The beam is focused to a 50 µm spot size onto a sample 
slide (not shown) attached to the 3D translation stage. The electrospray capillary is 10 mm from 
the MS entrance, and both are 8 mm above the sample stage. B) Schematic for the Waters 
Synapt G2-S quadrupole TOF mass spectrometer used for all ELDI-MSI work done in this 
dissertation.   
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Abstract 
Electrospray laser desorption ionization (ELDI) is a way to analyze materials 
without an added matrix coating.  Most previous work on plant material has utilized 
laser ablation electrospray ionization (LAESI) with infrared lasers that are absorbed by 
the ambient water in the solid sample.  Both methods use electrospray ionization post-
ablation.  In this work, ELDI (which uses an ultraviolet laser) was tested to see if it could 
achieve better spatial resolution as compared to LAESI. The diffraction-limited spot size 
is smaller for a shorter wavelength laser, so UV laser could potentially yield better 
spatial resolution. A frequency tripled Nd:YAG laser at 355 nm which was focused to a 
125 μm spot size and used to ablate material directly from leaves.  Positive or negative 
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ions were generated from the ablated material by ESI and measured with an ion 
mobility time-of-flight mass spectrometer (TOF-MS).  No matrix coating was used. Plant 
leaves readily absorbed the ablation laser at 355 nm.  Common metabolites were 
identified from peony, French marigold, geranium and hosta leaves by accurate mass 
and tandem MS measurements.  Ion maps show spatial variations of several metabolites 
in different areas of the leaves, especially for variegated plants like hosta. Thus, it can be 
concluded that plant materials are amenable to ELDI for metabolite identification and 
spatial profiling.  
 
Introduction 
 Plant metabolomics is important for many studies, such as a) genotyping and 
phenotyping, b) comparing transgenic plants with their wild types, c) identifying 
biomarkers, and d) elucidating bioactive compounds with possible human medicinal 
uses.  Metabolomics is also important in the production of renewable energy sources 
and breeding of improved food products.1   Many different analytical methods are used 
to investigate metabolite composition from a variety of different plant species.  These 
methods commonly include extraction, pre-concentration, and separation steps prior to 
analysis by mass spectrometry (MS), thus providing detailed and accurate compound 
identification.  However, such pretreatment steps do not provide spatially-resolved 
information within the plant. 
To this end, many recent plant metabolomic analytical developments have 
focused on techniques that provide fast and sensitive in-situ analysis to generate MS 
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images of plant materials and structures.  Most of these imaging experiments are done 
at reduced pressure and use an additive or matrix coated onto the plant surface prior to 
analysis, i.e., matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI).2   An important 
exception is described by Svatos’ group3 who achieve 10 μm spatial resolution for plants 
by reduced pressure LDI ablating at 337 nm without an added matrix.   
As with most techniques, conventional reduced pressure MS imaging methods 
that use an applied matrix have both advantages and disadvantages.  In general, 
sensitivity is better when the sample is ionized at reduced pressure, so small laser spots 
can be used for good spatial resolution.  On the opposite side, analytes can become 
delocalized on the sample surface when the matrix is applied.  Furthermore, as the 
matrix solvent dries, different size matrix crystals may form, affecting the area and 
amount of sample interrogated by the laser.  The need to evacuate the sample also 
limits the ability to see volatile analytes and complicates time-resolved experiments or 
measurements on living plants.   
In order to circumvent these issues, a number of workers have investigated 
schemes for laser desorption at atmospheric pressure.  Enhancing sensitivity and 
managing the usual trade-off between sensitivity and spatial resolution are key points 
for instrumentation or application studies using atmospheric pressure ablation.  Many 
such experiments still use an added matrix coating.2,4,5   For example, Spengler’s group6 
recently reported atmospheric pressure MALDI measurements of many analytes in 
licorice rhizome using a 337 nm laser and samples coated with 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic 
acid (DHB).  In their instrumentation, the laser is focused coaxially with the ion 
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extraction capillary, which provides excellent sensitivity and spatial resolution (as good 
as ~ 5 µm).7    
An alternative approach is to couple a supplemental ionization source (usually 
electrospray ionization, ESI) with atmospheric pressure laser desorption or ablation to 
improve sensitivity.  Shiea, Sunner and co-workers initially described electrospray laser 
desorption ionization (ELDI) experiments that employed a UV laser (337 nm).8 Shiea’s 
group has continued this work with a UV laser for a variety of sample types and 
potential applications.9  Muddiman’s group started with an added matrix and a UV 
laser10 and has progressed to an infrared (IR) laser with ice matrix.11  The water in most 
biological samples serves as a convenient absorbing “matrix” when IR lasers are used, as 
also shown by Murray.12,13  Vertes group14,15 has reported extensive studies on a matrix-
free method called laser ablation electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (LAESI-MS).  
An IR laser at 2.94 µm is used that is readily absorbed by the ambient water in the 
sample, so no matrix coating is necessary.  The laser desorbs analytes which are then 
ionized by interaction with an ESI plume. A number of analytical development and 
application studies of LAESI have been reported, including ion mobility,16,17 
measurement of contaminants in food products,18,19 identification of explosives,20 and 
forensic drug analysis.21 Halls group22 also employs a 2.94 µm laser and has imaged 
Phalaenopsis leaves and determined major flavonoids, including anthocyanins. 
Atmospheric pressure photoionization (APPI) can be substituted for ESI for compounds 
not readily ionized by the latter technique.23 
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The bulk of the previous LAESI or LAAPPI work uses an IR ablation laser, often at 
wavelength 2.94 μm.  Most of these experiments are done with very large spot sizes, 
e.g., 200 µm.24  In the present work we show that ELDI using a UV laser (355 nm) is 
comparable to LAESI, at least for plant samples.  A UV laser can be focused to a smaller 
diffraction limited spot size than an IR laser.25,26 Thus, the spatial resolution is 
potentially better with a UV laser.  Of course utilization of smaller laser spots generally 
means less analyte is desorbed, so the instrument sensitivity and background also affect 
the achievable spatial resolution.   
Of the other groups that have investigated ELDI or LAESI with a UV laser at 
atmospheric pressure,8,27 there are no reports of imaging of metabolites in plants, the 
closest materials being fungus slices ablated at 337 nm.28  In related papers specifically 
involving laser ablation of plants, Levis’ group uses LAESI with an IR (800 nm 
wavelength) fs laser,29,30 and Harada et al. report analysis of ginger rhizome at 355 nm, 
but without supplementary ESI.31 Sunner’s group recently reports laser ablation and 
solvent capture by aspiration (LASCA) for plants with ablation at 2.94 μm.32 
Thus, it appears that the combination of UV lasers with additional ESI and no 
added matrix has not been extensively investigated specifically for MS analysis and mass 
spectrometry imaging (MSI) of plants.  No such papers are listed in the recent reviews 
by Bjarnholt et al.,4 Spengler33 and Muddiman’s group.34  For that matter, MSI by any 
means has been used much less extensively for plants than for animal or human medical 
applications, although interest in MS imaging of plants is growing rapidly.33   In the 
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present work, instrumentation and initial results, including images, are described for 
atmospheric pressure ELDI on peony, French marigold, geranium and hosta leaves.    
 
Experimental 
Mass spectrometer 
A Waters Synapt G2-S quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometer was used in 
these experiments.  Ions were collected with the standard ESI source enclosure 
removed.  The Synapt fluidic systems and high voltage connections were bypassed, 
utilizing a specialized adapter supplied by Waters.  No other modifications were made to 
the mass spectrometer.   Mass spectra were recorded from either m/z 100 to 1200 or 
m/z 100 to 2000.   The TOF mass analyzer was operated in “sensitivity” mode, i.e., the 
ions made one pass through only the main reflectron.  The mass resolution was m/∆m 
10,000 (FWHM).   In tandem MS experiments the quadrupole resolution was ∆m/z ~ 3 
Da, and the collision energy was nominally 10 eV.  Data were acquired and analyzed 
using Waters MassLynx V4.1 (SCN851) software.   
  
Laser and ion source 
Samples were mounted on glass microscope slides with double-stick tape and 
trimmed to the shape of the slide, if necessary.  No matrix or additional treatment was 
applied.  The samples were placed 8 mm below the ESI axis (Fig.1) and attached to a 
computer controlled xyz-translation stage (Z825B, Thorlabs, Inc. Newton, NJ).   The 
sample slide was translated at a rate of 0.4 mm/s during ablation to provide spatial 
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resolution and to ensure that a fresh sample area was interrogated during the 
experiment  
The leaves were irradiated normal to the sample surface with the laser beam 
axis approximately 2 mm downstream from the ESI capillary tip (Fig. 1).  The third 
harmonic (355 nm) output from a Nd:YAG laser (ULTRA, Big Sky Laser Tech, Inc., 
Bozeman, MT) was focused onto the sample by a single fused-silica plano-convex 
focusing lens (focal length 75 mm).  The nominal spot size was ~125 µm at the sample. 
The laser was operated at 10 Hz, 5 ns pulse width, with a nominal energy of 250 
µJ/pulse measured before the focusing lens.   
 The tip of the ESI capillary was positioned on the ion extraction axis approximately 
10 mm from the sample cone inlet of the mass spectrometer (Fig. 1).   A mixture of 
methanol and water (1:1 v/v) was pumped through a 53 µm i.d. polyimide-coated 
capillary at 0.4 µl/min by a syringe pump (Model 22, Harvard Apparatus, South Natick, 
MA).  In positive ion mode, a 0.1% solution of formic acid (purity ≥ 99.5%, Fischer 
Scientific) was sprayed by the ESI source.  In negative ion mode, 0.1% ammonium 
hydroxide (purity ≥ 99.99%, Sigma-Aldrich) was sprayed.  Additionally, leucine-
enkephalin (0.1 ppm, Waters) was added to the electrospray solutions and used as the 
lockspray mass calibrant.  The ESI voltage was + 2.3 kV for positive ions or -2.3 kV for 
negative ions.  The inlet sample cone completed the electrospray circuit and was kept at 
100 oC with a nitrogen curtain gas (~ 1 l/hr, Waters default value). 
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Data Handling 
 Mass spectra and ion maps were generated from total ion chromatograms (TICs) 
provided by Waters MassLynx software.  For images the *.raw data files were first 
converted into mzML files using the Proteowizard Mass ConverterTool .35  The mzML 
files were then converted into imzML files using imzMLConverter.36  The imzML files 
were viewed in DatacubeExplorer.37  The black and white images from 
DatacubeExplorer were interpolated with cubic-spline smoothing and converted to 
false-color images using GIMP 2.8. 
 
Safety Considerations 
Laser safety goggles specifically for UV beams were used whenever the beam 
was exposed.  Care was taken to avoid contact with the ESI spray tip.  
   
Results and Discussion 
The set-up for the experiments discussed here is shown in Figure 1.  The 
distances depicted in the figure represent the optimized positions for maximum signal 
when analyzing plant material.  With the ESI voltage off, the mass spectrometer 
observed few or no ions from laser ablation or desorption alone, as seen previously by 
Shiea et al.8 With the ESI voltage on and the laser beam blocked, only background ions 
from the spray solution were observed, as shown by the left section of the total ion 
chromatogram in Fig 2a.  These ions include the lockspray-mass calibrant at m/z 556.27, 
protonated leucine-enkephalin [M+H]+.  This observation indicates that no desorption 
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ESI (DESI) effect38,39  is produced from the original plant surface with the ions used in 
our usual setup.  With the electrospray and laser both active the total ion signal is much 
higher than with ESI alone (Fig. 2a right), and many peaks are seen from the plant 
sample (Fig. 2b).   
 Varying the distance from the sample surface to the sample-cone axis between 6 
to 10 mm, while also refocusing the laser, did not have a large effect on the ion signal 
intensity.  Thus, the sample itself does not have to be perfectly flat.  At closer distances 
(~ 4 to 6 mm) the ESI signal decreased, likely due to the distortion of the electric field 
because of the presence of the nonconductive microscope slide and holder.  When the 
sample was closer than 4 mm from the ESI - sample cone axis, a DESI effect was 
observed, i.e., ions were seen from the sample without the laser.  
A typical freshly ablated trench is presented in Figure 3.  The sides of the trench 
are clean with little or no sample damage outside the 125 μm laser spot size.  In the 
images in a subsequent figure, photos of the ablated sample appear to show more 
damage and wider trenches, but these latter photos were taken several hours after the 
actual experiment, and the sample leaf dried and cracked along the ablated trenches in 
the interim.  Figure 3 also shows that, with the sample moving at 0.4 mm/s, the trench 
does not penetrate the leaf completely.  Thus, the adhesive used to mount the sample is 
not desorbed and ionized.      
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Peony 
Figure 2 illustrates a typical acquisition for a peony leaf in positive-ion mode.   
Similar results were obtained for other plants and in negative ion mode.  Changes in the 
TIC are shown as a function of time.  The length of time for a single acquisition was two 
minutes.  A single acquisition here corresponds to a single ablated line across the 
surface of the sample, resulting in a trench like that shown in Fig. 3 approximately 24 
mm long.    
In the TIC shown in Figure 2, when the laser starts ablating material from the 
sample at 1 min; the TIC greatly increases.  Each point in the TIC in the 2nd minute 
corresponds to a complete, spatially-resolved mass spectrum from a particular location 
on the leaf generated by ELDI.   
 A representative positive-ion mass spectrum (integrated from one laser ablation 
trench, 50 points) from the peony leaf is shown in Fig. 2b.  The most abundant ion 
signals are observed at m/z 287.0535 and 449.1084.  These peaks correspond to the 
singly-charged flavonoids kaempferol and kaempferol-3-glucoside, respectively (for 
structures of these metabolites, refer to S1).40   Ion signals were measured up to 
approximately m/z 950 for the peony in positive ion mode.  The identities of these 
higher mass ions are not clear; they may originate from the peony cuticle,   which is 
harder and thicker than those of the other plants investigated in this study.   Low 
abundance doubly-charged ions were observed at m/z 244.0344, 460.0985, and 
692.1361 from this sample.  No other multiply charged ions were detected.     
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Some of the more abundant peaks observed from the peony and their suggested 
assignments are listed in Table 1.  Peak assignments for the other plant samples are also 
given there.41,42   Tandem MS measurements in both positive and negative ion mode 
were used  to help identify many analyte compounds.   
 
French Marigold 
In order to assess the effectiveness of studying metabolic processes in plant 
materials by ELDI, the technique was applied to several common plants that have been 
studied previously by LAESI.  A positive-ion mass spectrum from a French marigold leaf 
is shown in Figure 4.  A number of high abundance metabolites are observed.  These 
include peaks at m/z 287.0609, 303.0548, 433.1310, 633.1613, and 649.1422.  These ion 
signals mainly correspond to the singly-charged flavonoid and flavonoid glucoside 
species of kaempferol and quercetin.   
 Positive and negative ion MS and tandem MS spectra were collected from the 
marigold leaves. Below m/z 600, all but one compound from our French marigold leaves 
were reported in a previous analysis performed by LAESI.14  In the present work, we 
observed more peaks above m/z 600, for several possible reasons.  These are not 
exactly the same marigold samples.  They were not grown in the same location, for 
example.  The diversity of metabolites in a particular plant genus depends on a number 
of factors (e.g., species, environment, and harvest time),41,42  which also may account for 
some of the differences in the observed metabolites.   
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Some of the more abundant peaks and their suggested assignments are listed in 
Table 1.  Since the main goal of this work is to assess this UV ablation technique for 
studying plant metabolites, comprehensive assignments of all peaks was not 
undertaken.  The assignments listed in Table 1 are based on a combination of exact 
mass measurements, database search results, tandem MS spectral information, and 
comparison with previous results from the literature.    
 
Geranium 
In order to assess the capability for imaging metabolites by atmospheric pressure 
ELDI, several variegated plants were investigated.  Figure 5 shows the integrated mass 
spectrum acquired from the leaf of a geranium plant.  This leaf had both green and 
purple regions.  The mass spectrum in Fig. 5 is an average of mass spectra collected 
from one track across the entire length of the leaf encompassing all the hues found.   
The three most abundant ion signals are at m/z 153.0410, 287.0535, and 303.0532.  The 
suggested assignments for these mass peaks are cysteine + Na+, kaempferol + H+, and 
quercetin + H+, respectively.  Some of the more intense peaks from both positive and 
negative ion acquisitions from the geranium and their suggested assignments are listed 
in Table 1.   
The inset in Figure 5 shows two groups of cluster species.  The first group of 
clusters  from m/z ~ 900 through 1000, are separated by ∆m/z 16 u and are likely from 
lipid-type moieties and similar isomers.  The second group of clusters from m/z ~ 1400 
through 1750 are 76 u apart, and have been identified in previous work14  as 
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predominantly doubly-charged clusters of geranial oil, which is commonly found in 
geraniums. These clusters are believed to be in the plant and not artifacts of the 
ionization process. Other low abundance doubly-charged ions are also observed at m/z 
461, 477, 484, and 492.  
 
Tandem and Ion Mobility MS 
 Typical tandem MS spectra are given in Fig. 6a and 6b for two abundant positive 
ions from geranium:  glucose + Na+ (m/z 203) and kaempferol + H+ (m/z 287).  An IMS 
plot of drift time vs. m/z is shown for geranium positive ions in Fig 6c.  Doubly charged 
(2+) ions are readily distinguished from 1+ ions, as seen using LAESI ionization by Vertes’ 
group,17 and the expected broad stripes of different slopes corresponding to different 
compound classes are observed.43  A number of isobars or near-isobars in have 
resolvable drift times.17     
 
Hosta 
Spatial images were generated for the various plant samples discussed above.  
An example of these MSI results is described below for a hosta leaf sample, which has 
variegated leaves with separate dark green and yellow sections.  Figure 7 shows an 
integrated mass spectrum for one ablation track in the hosta leaf.  Some of the more 
abundant peaks and their suggested assignments are listed in Table 1.   
A post-ablation photograph and false-color ion maps for a selected portion of 
hosta leaf are shown in Figure 8.  The broad, fuzzy horizontal lines observed in the photo 
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(Fig. 8a) are the tracks left behind after the ablated leaf has been allowed to dry ~ 8 
hours.  During an actual experiment the tracks are much sharper, like the one shown in 
Fig. 3.  For the image shown in Figure 8 there are 11 ablation tracks 125 μm wide x 300 
µm apart.  
The ion-map for m/z 561.171 (Fig. 8b) shows that this unknown compound is 
concentrated in the veins and in the dark green portion of the hosta leaf.  Conversely, 
the map for m/z 663.126 (kaempferol 5-methyl ether 3-galactoside-4'-glucoside + K+) 
(Fig. 8c) shows that the concentrations of this metabolite are low in the vein areas of 
this leaf.  The ion map for m/z 175.117 (arginine + H+) (Fig. 8d) shows that this 
metabolite is mainly in the yellow portion of the leaf.  While m/z 381.078 (sucrose + K+) 
(Fig. 8e) is found throughout the leaf, it is much more abundant in the greener portions.   
 
Conclusions 
 This work demonstrates the potential value of atmospheric-pressure ELDI for the 
analysis of metabolites in plants.  For the analysis of lower abundance compounds 
further developments are desired to improve sensitivity of the method.  By increasing 
the sensitivity, the laser spot size can be decreased for improved spatial resolution, 
allowing for analysis of compounds at various growth or uptake stages in specific parts 
of the plant.  Recent work with this device has generated reasonable spectra with spot 
sizes of 50 μm (data not shown).   
 This technique requires very little sample preparation and does not need an 
applied matrix to analyze plant materials.   The UV laser penetrates a few micrometers 
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(~ 30 µm) into the sample, enough to desorb a variety of analytes.  The experiment is 
not restricted to green plants; woods, nuts and corn kernels ablate readily and produce 
good spectra using this laser. Since the plant sample is kept at atmospheric pressure, 
time-resolved measurements on living plants are possible.  These and other studies are 
underway in our laboratory.  
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Table 1.  Metabolites identified in peony, French marigold, geranium, and hosta by ELDI. 
 
 
Plant Suggested 
Assignment 
Measured 
Mass (Da) 
Accurate 
Mass (Da) 
Δ ppm Adduct Measured                         
Product Ions 
Peony Kaempferol 287.0535 287.0555 -6.97 [M+H]
+
 258, 213, 
165, 153 
 Isorhamnetin 317.062 317.0661 -12.93 [M+H]
+
  
 Kaempferol-3-
glucoside 
449.1084 449.109 -1.34 [M+H]
+
 287 
 Kaempferol-7-
glucoside 
471.0906 471.0903 0.64 [M+Na]
+
 287 
 Quercetin 3-O-
glucoside or 
Quercetin 7-O-
glucoside 
487.0751 487.0853 -20.94 [M+Na]
+
  
 p-Hydrobenzoic acid 137.0245 137.0239 4.38 [M-H]
-
  
 Kaempferol 3-O-
arabinoside 
417.0837 417.0822 3.60 [M-H]
-
  
 Luteolin 7-O-
glucoside 
447.0995 447.0927 15.21 [M-H]
-
 285 
 Kaempferol 3-O-
galloyl glucoside 
599.1116 599.1037 13.19 [M-H]
-
  
Marigold Kaempferol 287.0609 287.0555 18.81 [M+H]
+
 258, 213, 
165, 153 
 Quercetin 303.0548 303.0504 14.52 [M+H]
+
 285, 257, 
229, 165, 
153 
 Kaempferol-3-
rhamnoside 
433.1183 433.1134 11.31 [M+H]
+
 287 
 Kaempferol-3-
glucoside or 
quercetin-3-
rhamnoside 
449.1084 449.109 -1.34 [M+H]
+
 303, 287 
 Quercetin 3-O-
glucoside or 
Quercetin 7-O-
glucoside 
487.0891 487.0853 7.80 [M+Na]
+
 325, 303, 
287, 177, 
147 
 Kaempferol 3-O-
arabinoside 
603.1431   [M+H]
+
  
 Quercetin 3-O-
galloylglucoside 
617.1606   [M+H]
+
 325, 287, 
147 
 Quercetin 3-O-
arabinoside 
433.0787 433.0771 3.69 [M-H]
-
  
 
 
Luteolin 7-O-
glucoside 
447.0995 447.0927 15.21 [M-H]
-
 285 
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Table 1. Continued. 
 
Plant Suggested 
Assignment 
Measured 
Mass 
Accurate 
Mass 
Δ ppm Adduct Measured                         
Product Ions 
Marigold 
(cont.) 
Quercetin 3-O-
glucoside or 
Quercetin 7-O-
glucoside 
463.0906 463.0877 6.26 [M-H]
-
 301 
 Kaempferol 3-O-
glucoside-7-O-
rhamnoside 
593.16 593.1507 15.68 [M-H]
-
 447 
 Kaempferol 3,7-di-O-
glucoside 
609.1509 609.1456 8.70 [M-H]
-
 447, 285 
  Quercetin 3,7-di-O-
glucoside 
625.1469 625.1405 10.24 [M-H]
-
   
Geranium Glucose 203.0602 203.053 35.46 [M+Na]
+
   
 Kaempferol 287.0535 287.0555 -6.97 [M+H]
+
   
 Quercetin 303.0532 303.0504 9.24 [M+H]
+
   
 Quercetin-O-α-L-
arabinofuranoside 
435.0921 435.0927 -1.38 [M+H]
+
   
 Quercetin-O-
glucoside 
465.1059 465.1033 5.59 [M+H]
+
   
 Kaempferol 
arabinoside 
417.0863 417.0822 9.83 [M-H]
-
 285 
 Quercetin 
arabinoside 
433.0812 433.0771 9.47 [M-H]
-
 301 
 Kaempferol 3-
glucoside 
447.0927 447.0927 0.00 [M-H]
-
   
 Quercetin 3-
glucoside 
463.0929 463.0877 11.23 [M-H]
-
 301 
 Myricetin glycoside 479.0875 479.0826 10.23 [M-H]
-
 317 
 Kaempferol 
galloylgalactoside or 
Kaempferol 
galloylglucoside 
599.1019 599.1037 -3.00 [M-H]
-
   
 Quercetin 3-(2-
galloyl)galactoside or 
Quercetin 3-(2-
galloyl)glucoside 
615.1069 615.0986 13.49 [M-H]
-
   
 Trigalloyl quinic acid 647.094 647.0884 8.65 [M-H]
-
   
 Hexagalloylglucose 1091.131 1091.1213 8.98 [M-H]
-
   
 Heptagalloylglucose 1243.14 1243.1323 6.19 [M-H]
-
   
 Octagalloylglucose 1395.137 1395.1432 -4.73 [M-H]
-
 * 
 Nonagalloylglucose 1547.157 1547.1542 1.55 [M-H]
-
 * 
  Decagalloylglucose 1699.159 1699.1652 -3.83 [M-H]
-
 * 
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Table 1. Continued.  
 
Plant Suggested 
Assignment 
Measured 
Mass 
Accurate 
Mass 
Δ ppm Adduct Measured                         
Product Ions 
Hosta Arginine 175.1165 175.1195 -17.13 [M+H]
+
 157, 139 
 Sucrose 381.0782 381.0799 -4.46 [M+K]
+
  
 Kaempferol 5-
methyl ether 3-
galactoside-4'-
glucoside 
663.1257 663.1327 -10.56 [M+K]
+
   
 Kaempferol 7-O-
(6-trans-
caffeoyl)-beta-
glucopyranosyl-
(1->3)-alpha-
rhamnopyranosi
de-3-O-beta-
glucopyranoside 
957.2174 957.2067 11.18 [M+K]
+
 671. 525,509, 
363, 287 
 Citric Acid 191.0194 191.0197 -1.57 [M-H]
-
   
 Sucrose 341.1103 341.1089 4.10 [M-H]
-
 179, 161, 149 
 Kaempferol 
diglucoside 
609.1463 609.1456 1.15 [M-H]
-
 489, 447, 429, 
285 
 Kaempferol 3-O-
diglucoside-7-O-
glucoside 
771.1934 771.1983 -6.35 [M-H]
-
 609, 591, 429, 
285 
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Figure 1.  Experimental setup for ELDI.  The dimensions noted in the figure produced optimal signal 
intensities.  The sample stage was a glass microscope slide with the plant sample taped to the top side. 
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Figure 2. Typical chromatogram and spectra for an ELDI acquisition. A)  Typical total ion chromatogram 
recorded from one ablation track during ambient-pressure ELDI acquisition.  During the first minute of the 
acquisition, the laser is blocked and the TIC is solely due the ions generated from the electrospray.  The 
laser is unblocked during the second minute of the acquisition and the TIC is a combination of ions from 
the ESI and the ions produced by electrospray ionization of ablated material.  B) Integrated positive ion 
mass spectrum obtained from a peony leaf acquired by atmospheric-pressure ELDI.  This spectrum was 
integrated from the TIC in the latter part of Fig. 4a.  The ESI background (time < 1 min) has been 
subtracted from the ELDI spectrum (time > 1 min). 
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Figure 3.  Photo showing nominal size of ablation trench produced on a translated French marigold leaf by 
the UV laser.  This picture was taken a few seconds after an ablation run, before the sample dried and 
cracked. 
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Figure 4.  Integrated positive ion mass spectrum obtained from one ablation track in a French marigold 
leaf acquired by atmospheric-pressure ELDI.  The inset (~ 90x zoom) shows a range of clusters at higher 
m/z.  The ESI background has been subtracted from this ELDI spectrum. 
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Figure 5.  Integrated positive-ion mass spectrum obtained from a geranium leaf acquired by atmospheric-
pressure ELDI.  The inset (~28x zoom) shows a range of cluster peaks at higher m/z.  The electrospray 
background has been subtracted from this ELDI spectrum. 
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Figure 6. Typical tandem MS and IMS results for positive ions from geranium:  a) tandem MS spectrum of 
glucose + Na
+
, b) tandem MS spectrum of kaempferol + H
+
, c) IMS plot of drift time vs. m/z values.  Note 
separation of 2+ from 1+ ions, and diagonal swaths corresponding to different classes of compounds.   
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Figure 7.  Integrated positive ion mass spectrum obtained from a hosta leaf acquired by atmospheric-
pressure ELDI.  The m/z 175 peak at m/z 175 (arginine + H
+
) is much more intense and extends above the 
figure boundary.  This mass spectrum is an average of both the yellow and green areas seen in Fig. 8 
acquired in one ablation track.  The ESI background has been subtracted from this ELDI spectrum. 
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Figure 8.  Images for positive ions from hosta leaf.   a) Optical photograph long after ablation.  The veins 
are ~ 3 mm apart.  False color ion maps of hosta at b) m/z 561.171, assignment uncertain, c) m/z 663.126, 
kaempferol-methyl ether-galactoside-glucoside + 
39
K
+
, d) m/z 175.117, arginine + H
+
, and e) m/z 381.078, 
sucrose + 
39
K
+
.  The orange arrows at the bottom of each ion image corresponds to the observed veins in 
the photo in a).  The red arrow corresponds to the position of the leaf where it distinctly changes from 
yellow to green. 
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Abstract 
The visualization of foliage color in plants provides immediate insight into some 
of the compounds that exist in the leaf.  However, many non-colored compounds are 
also present; their cellular distributions are not readily identifiable optically.  In this 
study we evaluate the applicability of mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) via electrospray 
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laser desorption ionization (ELDI) to reveal the spatial distribution of metabolites. ELDI-
MSI is a matrix free, atmospheric pressure ionization method that utilizes a UV laser 
coupled with supplemental ionization by electrospray. We specifically applied ELDI-MSI 
to determine the spatial distribution of metabolites in Coleus Henna half leaves that 
were grown with half-sections either fully illuminated or shaded.  We monitored 
dynamic changes in the spatial distribution of metabolites in response to the change of 
illumination every 7 days for a 28 day period.  A novel source-sink relationship was 
observed between the 2 halves of the experimental leaf.  Furthermore, Coleus Henna 
leaves present visually recognizable sectors associated with the differential 
accumulation of flavonoids.  Thus, we correlated the effect of differential illumination 
and presence or absence of flavonoids with metabolic changes revealed by the 
accumulation of carbohydrates, amino acids, and organic acids. The results show the 
potential of ELDI-MSI to provide spatial information for a variety of plant metabolites 
with little sample preparation.  
 
 Introduction 
Traditional mass spectrometry (MS) based methods of metabolite analysis 
require extraction of metabolites from biological samples, followed by chromatography.  
Spatial distribution data on metabolites are lost in these procedures.  Recently, mass 
spectrometry imaging (MSI) has made a significant impact in filling this gap and has 
contributed to more refined understanding of many areas of biology (Amstalden van 
Hove et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2012; Nilsson et al., 2015; Shroff et al., 2015).  Interrogating 
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the location of metabolites in multicellular organisms provides insight into the “sharing” 
of metabolic processes among different cell types. 
Several ionization sources for MSI have been introduced.  Each has its own 
unique advantages and limitations. Matrix assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) 
is the most widely used MSI technique in biology and can obtain spatial resolution as 
high as ~1 µm (Kompauer et al., 2017; Zavalin et al., 2015). MALDI performed in 
vacuum, coupled with different applied matrices, allows for the detection of a variety of 
metabolites (Klein et al., 2015; Shroff et al., 2015).  However, the application of the 
matrix can complicate the use of MALDI especially for metabolites with low m/z values 
(Boughton et al., 2016) (<1000 Da), such as organic acids, sugars and amino acids. Laser 
ablation electrospray ionization (LAESI) generally uses an infrared laser to ablate 
particles from a biological surface, with water in the sample being the main IR absorber. 
The ablated plant particles undergo post-ionization via interaction with the ESI droplets 
before entering the mass spectrometer. As generally practiced, LAESI allows ~200 µm 
lateral resolution, while requiring little sample preparation because there is no applied 
matrix (Nemes & Vertes, 2007). Similar to the aforementioned methods, matrix assisted 
laser desorption electrospray ionization (MALDESI) utilizes an applied matrix to absorb 
radiation from an IR laser coupled with post-ionization via ESI; water ice is an effective 
matrix for MALDESI (Robichaud et al., 2014).  
In the present study, electrospray laser desorption ionization (ELDI) with an 
ultraviolet laser (wavelength 355 nm) coupled with electrospray (Shiea et al., 2005), was 
used to analyze the spatial distribution of metabolites in plant samples. In this study, we 
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applied ELDI to Coleus (Solenostemon scuttellarioides) leaves that were grown with only 
half of the leaf surface illuminated. Coleus is a member of the Labiatae (mint) family, 
and different varieties are generally grown as ornamentals. The Coleus variety Henna is 
known for its serrated foliage. Its upper side is a unique uniform chartreuse to copper 
color.  The underside is dark burgundy. These colors are primarily due to anthocyanin 
pigments that accumulate in these plants. The color intensity can be affected by 
illumination, temperature, and other environmental conditions (Lebowitz, 2011).  
The present work evaluates ELDI-MSI to study the distribution of anthocyanins, 
flavonoids, and small metabolites (<1000 Da), including carbohydrates, organic acids 
and amino acids in Coleus leaves.  The effects of different states of illumination during 
growth are assessed.  
 
Material and Methods 
Plant Growth, Maintenance and Light Conditions 
Solenostemon scuttellarioides (Coleus Henna spp.) adult plants were obtained 
from Stam Greenhouse (Oskaloosa, IA).  All plants were transferred to LC1 Sunshine Mix 
soil (Sun Gro Horticulture, Bellevue, WA), watered weekly, and grown in a growth room 
at 22° C under continuous illumination (2568 Lux or photosynthetic photon flux density 
100 µmol of photons m-2 sec-1).  
For the light regulated experiments, half (through the leaf vein) of each leaf was 
covered length-wise with aluminum foil (shiny side up). The edges were sealed with 
scotch tape to ensure the covered region had limited light exposure. The leaves were 
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harvested from the same plant at one-week intervals for four weeks. Three biological 
replicates (one per plant per week) were used for each experimental platform (MS 
imaging, optical imaging and metabolic profiling for both anthocyanin and total 
metabolome).  
Leaves for anthocyanin and total metabolic analysis were harvested each week, 
cut through the middle vein to separate the light-exposed surface from the 
shaded/dark-surface, and immediately flash-frozen using liquid nitrogen. The samples 
were then dried using a vacuum lyophilizer and pulverized using a Mixer Mill 301(Retsch 
GmbH, Germany) in 2 mL Eppendorf tubes prior to extraction.  
For MS imaging, samples were gently cut from both the foil-covered and 
uncovered edge of the leaf. Sections measuring approximately 12 mm by 8 mm were 
immediately analyzed using ELDI. Leaf edges were also visualized under a light 
microscope.  
 
Tissue Sectioning and Microscopy 
For microscopy only, leaf edges were hand-sectioned using a vibratome (TPI-
3000; www.tedpella.com) at 70 to 100 µm. The sections were mounted in water and 
visualized under bright-field using a BH40 compound microscope (Olympus, 
www.olympus-global.com) equipped with Axio Vision software (Carl Zeiss Inc., 
Thorwood, NY). Additionally, a fresh leaf was ablated and the depth of the ablation 
trenches were measured using a Keyence VHX-5000 Digital Microscope.  
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Anthocyanin Extraction 
Compounds were extracted from 5 mg of lyophilized Henna leaf tissue using 300 
µL of methanol/ water/ acetic acid (85:15:0.5; v/v/v) and sonicated for 1 hour. Samples 
were then incubated in dark at 4oC for 2 hours (Wu, Gu, Prior, & McKay, 2004). The 
samples were centrifuged for 5 minutes at 13,000 rpm and the liquid phase was filtered 
twice using 13 mm x 0.45 µm Teflon Syringe filters (Supelco, PA) for HPLC MS analysis. 
 
HPLC-MS and MS/MS Analysis of Anthocyanins 
The chromatographic separations were performed with an Agilent Technologies 
1100 series HPLC. This was coupled with an Agilent Technologies Mass Selective Trap SL 
detector, equipped with an electrospray ionization (ESI) source with an 
autosampler/injector and diode array detector (DAD) for LC-MS analysis. A silica-based 
reverse-phase C18 Atlantis T3 column (2.1 × 150 mm, 3 µm, Waters, Milford, MA) was 
used for separation. Elution was performed using mobile phases containing 5% formic 
acid in LC-MS grade water or methanol (MeOH). The flow rate was kept at 0.2 mL/min 
and the DAD detection was at UV Vis wavelength 520 nm. After 5 µL of sample injection, 
a gradient was used as follows:  0 to 6 min, 0 to 20% MeOH; 6 to 40 min, 20 to 50% 
MeOH; 40 to 44 min, 50 to 50% MeOH; 44 to 48 min, 50% to 100% MeOH 48 to 52 min, 
100% MeOH; 52-56 min, 100 to 0% MeOH. The column effluent was then introduced via 
ESI into an Agilent 6210 MSD time-of- flight mass spectrometer operating in positive 
mode. The ESI capillary voltage was +3.0 kV, nitrogen gas temperature was set to 350 
C, drying gas flow rate was 11 L/min, nebulizer gas pressure was 35 psi, skimmer was 
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65 V, and OCT RF was 250 V. Mass spectra from m/z 100 to 2000 were collected and 
analyzed using Agilent ChemStation Data Analysis. Individual anthocyanin peak areas 
were generated by Quant Analysis and used to compare different levels of anthocyanins 
quantitatively. The structure for each anthocyanin was identified from detailed MS/MS 
analysis performed at various collision energies. 
 
Total Metabolite Analysis by GC-MS 
Total metabolite extractions were carried out as described previously (Schmidt 
et al., 2011). Extracts were prepared from 2 mg of lyophilized leaf tissue.  The extracts 
were spiked with two internal standards: 10 g of ribitol and 5 µg nonadecanoic acid for 
polar and non-polar fractions, respectively. To 5 mg of lyophilized tissue, 0.35 ml of hot 
methanol (60 C) was added.  The sample was incubated at the same temperature for 
10 min, followed by sonication for 10 min at full power. To this slurry, 0.35 ml of 
chloroform and 0.3 ml of water were added and the mixture was vortexed for 1 to 3 
min. After centrifugation for 5 min at 13,000 g, 200 l of the upper phase (polar 
fraction) and 200 l of the lower phase (non-polar fraction) were separately removed 
into 2 ml GC-MS vials, and dried in a Speed-Vac concentrator (model SVC 100H, Savant, 
NY). 
The samples were then methoximylated and silylated. For methoximation, 50 µl 
of 20 mg/mL methoxyamine hydrochloride dissolved in dry pyridine was added. The 
reaction mixture was shaken at 30C for 1.5 hours. Silylation was performed by adding 
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70 L of N, O-Bis (trimethylsilyl) trifluoroacetamide (BSTFA) with 1% 
trimethylchlorosilane (TMCS) and incubating at 65C for 30 min.   
One microliter of the derivatized samples was injected into the GC-MS in splitless 
mode. GC-MS analysis was performed using an Agilent 6890 GC interfaced to an Agilent 
5973 quadrupole MS with a HP-5ms (5%-Phenyl)-methylpolysiloxane column (30 m x 
0.25 mm x 0.25 m, Agilent).  The temperature was programmed from 70 to 320°C at 
5°C/min with helium flow rate at 1.0 mL/min and inlet temperature at 280oC. EI-MS 
ionization energy was set to 70 eV and the interface temperature was 280°C. 
The GC-MS data files were deconvoluted and searched against an in-house MS-
library, the NIST 14 Mass Spectral Library using NIST AMDIS software (Stein, 1999) and 
the Golm Metabolome Database (Hummel et al., 2010).  Total metabolite profiling data 
obtained by GC-MS analysis, and anthocyanin data obtained from LC-fluorescence are 
publicly available in the PMR database (http://metnetdb.org/PMR/; Hur et al., 2013). 
 
ELDI-MS  
A Waters Synapt G2-S quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometer was used for 
data collection for all MSI. The Waters ESI source was removed and a homemade open-
air ESI source (Galayda et al. 2017) was used with samples at ambient pressure. Data 
were acquired in the mass range from m/z 50 to 1200, spectra were summed for 0.3 
seconds. The time-of-flight reflectron operated in single-pass mode with a resolution of 
~10,000 FWHM for MS images. The TOF was then operated in double-pass mode with a 
resolution of ~40,000 FWHM, or “high resolution mode”, to confirm compound 
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identifications by accurate m/z measurements.  These confirmatory measurements 
were done on a different segment taken from the same leaf. Tandem MS quadrupole 
resolution varied from Δm = 5 to 12 depending on the analyte with a nominal collision 
energy of 20 eV. The Synapt was operated using Waters MassLynx V4.1 (SCN851) 
software. 
 
Data Handling 
Spectra were generated from total ion chromatograms (TIC) combined by the 
MassLynx software. The “.raw” Waters data files were converted to mzML files by 
Proteowizard Mass Converter Tool. The MzML files were then combined into an imzML 
file using imzML Converter. This combined image file was then viewed and images were 
generated from MSiReader V0.06 via the W.M. Keck FTMS Laboratory. All images made 
within MSiReader had Linear2 interpolation for image clarity, and used the “Jet” 
colormap/false color appearance. Co-localization and 3D images were created with 
MSiReader V1.00.  
 
ELDI Compound Identification Protocol 
Compounds were identified from the ELDI spectra in a multiple step process to 
ensure confident assignments. Initial ELDI measurements were done in so-called 
“sensitivity” mode, m/Δm ~10,000 FWHM.  Based on these results, high resolution 
spectra at ~40,000 were acquired on a different segment of the same leaf for accurate 
mass measurements. Next, if the compound was of high enough abundance and 
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without background interferences, tandem mass spectra were taken to provide a 
fragmentation pattern. These high resolution m/z values were then put into online 
metabolite databases to generate possible compound matches based on accurate mass 
and tandem MS (if available from both ELDI data and the online database). ELDI data 
were also compared to the corresponding GC-MS and LC-MS data acquired from Coleus 
Henna leaves for identity overlap. Every possible ID was given a ∆ppm value based on 
the experimental m/z value compared with the true m/z value of the compound. These 
∆ppm values were generally below 5 ppm. Some compounds were given identifications 
with greater than 10 ∆ppm values based on matches with the GC-MS data and/or 
tandem MS matches with the online database. Some flavonoid peaks were assigned as 
cyanidin or apigenin derivatives despite no database matches due to highly abundant 
tandem MS product peaks at m/z 287.0585 or 271.0627, respectively.  
Acquiring tandem MS data with ELDI was successful for most peaks of interest, 
but was not always possible. It was difficult to acquire tandem MS spectra for highly 
spatially localized compounds, labeled “localized signal” in subsequent data tables.  
Compounds with a relatively low abundance did not give a satisfactory fragmentation 
pattern for identification purposes (labeled “too low abun.” in subsequent data tables). 
Analyte peaks near major background peaks had interferences with their tandem MS 
spectra. The quadrupole resolution could sometimes be increased to eliminate these 
interferences, but a subsequent drop in peak intensity sometimes resulted in poor 
tandem MS results. 
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ELDI Source 
The apparatus has been described (Galayda et al., 2017). Samples were ablated 
with a Nd:YAG laser (ULTRA, Big Sky Laser Tech, Inc. Bozeman, MT). The third harmonic 
was used at 355 nm. The laser was operated at a pulse repetition rate of 10 Hz, with a 5 
ns pulse width, and an energy of ~250 µJ/pulse (before focusing).  This pulse energy was 
just above the ablation threshold for these samples. The beam was focused onto the 
sample by a single plano-convex focusing lens (fused-silica, focal length 75 mm), with a 
nominal spot size of ~125 µm.  
Samples were cut with a scalpel.  Immediately after cutting, the sample 
segments were mounted on a glass slide using double sided tape. The laser did not 
penetrate completely through the sample; the underlying tape is not ablated.  No matrix 
was applied, and leaves were pressed lightly to create an even surface. Plant samples 
were then placed 8 mm below the ESI-sample inlet axis on a computer-controlled 
translation stage (Z825B, Thorlabs, Inc. Newton, NJ). Samples were translated at 0.4 
mm/sec beneath the 10 Hz laser beam down the surface of the leaf to insure fresh 
tissue was constantly being ablated. The distance between the centers of adjacent 
ablation tracks was 125 µm, providing a lateral resolution of 125 µm. The ablation 
trench was ~ 30 µm deep. The underlying tape was not ablated. Mass spectra were 
averaged over 0.3 second intervals. Thus, the ablated volume was 125 µm x 120 µm x 30 
µm deep. The leaves were irradiated normal to the sample surface with the laser beam 
axis ~2 mm downstream from the ESI capillary. The ESI tip was ~10 mm from the sample 
inlet (Galayda et al., 2017).  
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A solution of 50% methanol with 0.1% formic acid (99.5% purity, Fisher 
Scientific) was pumped through a 53 µm ID polyimide coated capillary as the ESI solution 
(pump: model Z2, Harvard Apparatus, South Natick, MA). Leucine enkephalin was added 
at 0.1 ppm to the ESI solution for use as a mass calibrant. All data were acquired in 
positive ESI mode. The ESI voltage for ELDI was +2.5 kV applied to a stainless steel union 
in the liquid flow line, with the sample cone completing the ESI circuit. The sample inlet 
was kept at 100o C with a N2 curtain gas flow of 1 L/hr. 
 
Results 
Overview of Experimental Workflow 
The mid-rib (Figure 1) was used as the boundary between the two halves of each 
Coleus leaf.  One half of a leaf was covered with aluminum foil to generate leaf tissue 
that was grown under lower illumination conditions, and the uncovered half of the leaf 
was used as a control for normal levels of illumination. Each leaf was dissected 
transversely. Segments ~12 mm x 8 mm were collected from both the illuminated and 
shaded sides of the leaf.  These segments were placed on a glass slide and used in ELDI 
imaging experiments. 
Metabolite distribution maps were created for 77 chemically identified ions 
detected by ELDI-MS. Thirteen of these identified ions were observed to decrease in 
abundance in the shaded side of the leaf, while the abundances of eleven compounds 
increased in the shaded side. The relative abundances of the remaining 53 ions were 
unaffected by shading (Tables 1-3). In-parallel, targeted anthocyanin analysis via LC-MS, 
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and non-targeted global metabolomic analysis via GC-MS was performed on separate 
leaf samples, which were sampled in triplicate.  
 
Illumination Affects Foliage Color and Anthocyanin Abundances 
Under normal illumination conditions both the adaxial (upper) and abaxial 
(lower) surfaces of the Coleus Henna leaf are a burgundy red-purple color. In the shaded 
condition, the foliage color changes from burgundy red-purple to chartreuse green 
(Figure 2). Microscopic cross-sections of leaves reveal that the abaxial and adaxial 
epidermal cells are heavily red-pigmented, and the mesophyll and palisade layers are 
green pigmented with chlorophylls. Epidermal cells range from 20 to 50 µm deep with 
cross-sections in the range of 40 to 55 µm long.  These cell dimensions are unaffected by 
shading.  The red pigmentation was decreased in the adaxial epidermis, and unaltered in 
the abaxial epidermis. This loss of the red pigment from the adaxial epidermis revealed 
the underlying chlorophyll pigments, imparting the green color to the shaded half of the 
adaxial surface of the leaf (Figure 3). 
 
Effect of Shading on the Extractable Leaf Metabolome 
The GC-MS analyses of metabolite extracts from leaf tissue detected 156 polar 
and non-polar analytes; 67 of these were identified chemically. These metabolites 
include alcohols, polyols, sugars, lipids, fatty acids, esters, sterols, hydrocarbons, organic 
acids, and nitrogenous metabolites. The abundances of most of the chemically identified 
metabolites remained unaltered irrespective of the illumination conditions (Figure 4). 
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The abundances of a few metabolites, such as gluconic acid, fructose, arachidonic acid, 
1-monopalmitin and a hexose sugar, increased in the shaded side of the leaf as time 
progressed.  The abundance of fructose increased in the shaded side of the leaf and 
became higher than in the illuminated side by the 28th day of the experiment.  Benzoic 
acid showed a unique profile, with abundance decreasing through the time-line of the 
experiment; its abundance was always higher in the shaded side of the leaf.  
Targeted LC-MS analyses measured changes in anthocyanin concentrations 
during these experiments. Nine cyanidin-based anthocyanins (Figure 5) were identified. 
Two of these showed differential accumulation between the illuminated and shaded 
sides of the leaf: cyanidin-coumaroylglucoside-malonylglucoside at m/z 843.1970 and 
cyanidin-coumaroylglucoside-dimalonylglucoside at m/z 929.1966. The abundance of 
both these anthocyanins decreased significantly in the shaded side of the leaf after 21 
days of the experiment. The accumulation of the other 7 anthocyanins was unaffected 
by the difference in illumination.   
 
ELDI-MS Identification of Flavonoids 
The pigmentation on the abaxial side of the leaf was unaffected by shading, 
whereas the pigmentation pattern was altered on the adaxial side of the leaf.  
Therefore, we focused on imaging the distribution of the metabolites on the adaxial 
surface using ELDI-MSI. Many of the ions detected in these ELDI spectra were attributed 
to flavonoids. Their chemical identity was confirmed by MS/MS experiments that 
generated fragment ions characteristic of the flavonoid backbones. The identities of 
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these fragment ions were confirmed by matching accurate mass measurements with 
entries in the Metlin database (Smith et al., 2005). This strategy identified two main 
classes of flavonoids, based on the aglycone cores: a) apigenin, a flavone (Figure 6A), 
and b) cyanidin, an anthocyanin (Figure 6B). 
Apigenin was identified as its protonated ion [M+H]+ at m/z 271.0627. All 
analytes that generated this fragment ion by tandem MS were inferred to be apigenin-
based flavones. Cyanidin has a permanent +1 charge and was identified as an [M]+ ion at 
m/z 287.0585.  Cyanidin was distinguished from isobaric compounds (e.g., luteolin or 
kaempferol) based on MS/MS fragments derived from this [M]+ ion (Table 1).  Cyanidin-
based anthocyanins were identified by cyanidin [M]+ product ions at m/z 287.0585. The 
high intensities of the apigenin-aglycone (m/z 271.0627) and cyanidin-aglycone (m/z 
287.0585) ions in the overall ELDI spectrum (Figure 6C) show that the aglycones have a 
high relative abundance compared to other low mass molecules observed. 
The cyanidin-based anthocyanins are primarily glycosylated and further 
biochemically modified by malonylation or coumarylation (Table 1).  These 
anthocyanins generated common fragment ions at m/z 163.0620 and 147.0485, which 
were identified as the protonated water-loss ion [M-H2O+H]
+ of a hexoglycoside, and the 
protonated water-loss ion [M-H2O+H]
+ of coumaric acid, respectively. The glycone 
moiety was not identified directly. However, based on the METLIN and the KEGG 
pathway databases (Guijas et al., 2018; Smith et al., 2005), and prior characterization of 
these metabolites in other Coleus lines (Boldt, 2013), these glycosides are subsequently 
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referred to as glucosides.  Collectively therefore, we identified 15 cyanidin-based 
anthocyanins (Table 1).  
Similar characterizations identified four apigenin-based flavones, including the 
apigenin aglycone. Tandem MS generated the apigenin backbone product ion but the 
specific chemical structures of these apigenin-based flavones were not determined.  The 
ELDI experiments identified five apigenin-based flavones at m/z 447.0918, m/z 
489.1057, m/z 619.2228, m/z 635.2041, and m/z 743.1454 (Table 1). 
 
Effect of Shading on the Spatial Distribution of Flavonoids 
The 15 chemically identified cyanidin-derived anthocyanins can be categorized 
into three classes. Eight are less abundant in the shaded side of the leaves, one is more 
abundant in the shaded side, and six are not affected by the difference in illumination 
(Table 1).  This last category includes the cyanidin aglycone, whose abundance are 
unaffected by shading during the entire 28-day period of the study, same as the 
apigenin aglycone (Figure 6D). Additional example images are presented in Figure 7, 
which shows the spatial distribution of five chemically identified cyanidin-based 
anthocyanins and three apigenin-based flavonoids. These include cyanidin-
malonylglucoside (m/z 535.1069 [M]+), cyanidin-coumaroyl glucoside (m/z 595.1447 
[M]+), cyanidin-coumaroylglucoside-glucoside (m/z 757.1965 [M]+), cyanidin-
coumaroylglucoside-malonylglucoside (m/z 843.1970 [M]+), and cyanidin-
coumaroylglucoside-dimalonylglucoside (m/z 929.1966 [M]+); and the apigenin 
flavonoids at m/z 447.0918 [M+H]+, m/z 619.2228 [M+H]+, and m/z 743.1454 [M+H]+.   
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The anthocyanin with the highest relative abundance, cyanidin-
coumaroylglucoside-malonylglucoside (m/z 843.1970 [M]+), is initially equally abundant 
in both illuminated and shaded sides of the leaf.  However, starting at 14 days its 
abundance is reduced more rapidly in the shaded side of the leaf (Figure 7). A similar 
distribution pattern after 28 days of shading is observed for the structurally related 
cyanidin-coumaroylglucoside (m/z 595.1447 [M]+). In contrast, cyanidin-
coumaroylglucoside-glucoside (m/z 757.1965 [M]+) is equally abundant in both the 
illuminated and shaded sides after 28 days (Figure 7). This anthocyanin had the second 
highest relative abundance and may be the immediate metabolic precursor to cyanidin-
coumaroylglucoside-malonylglucoside (Guijas et al., 2018). Three-dimensional temporal 
distribution patterns of these structurally related anthocyanins (m/z 843.1970 [M]+, m/z 
757.1965 [M]+, m/z 595.1447 [M]+ and m/z 287.0585 [M]+) after 28-days of shading are 
presented in Figure 8. 
Similar to cyanidin-coumaroylglucoside-glucoside, the abundance of the 
dimalonylated derivative, cyanidin-coumaroylglucoside-dimalonylglucoside (m/z 
929.1966 [M]+), is lower in the shaded side of the leaf (Figure 7). A precursor to 
cyanidin-coumaroylglucoside-dimalonylglucoside, the cyanidin-malonylglucoside (m/z 
535.1069 [M]+) is equally abundant in both the illuminated and shaded sides until 28-
days of shading, where its abundance is reduced in the illuminated side of the leaf 
(Figure 7).  All these changes in relative abundance of cyanidin-based anthocyanins, 
revealed by ELDI-MSI, were confirmed by LC-MS analysis of extracts from these leaves 
(Figure 5).    
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The spatial redistribution of two apigenin-based metabolites was revealed by 
MSI.  For example, the apigenin-based flavonoid at m/z 619.2228 occurs in both 
illuminated and shaded sides of the leaves and concentrates in the periphery of the 
shaded leaf-half (Figure 7). Another apigenin-based flavonoid at m/z 743.1454 is initially 
located in the periphery of the shaded leaf-half. It redistributes temporally to become 
more evenly dispersed among the two halves of the leaf (Figure 7). 
 
MSI Profiles of Carbohydrates 
Twelve sugars and sugar derivatives were chemically identified using three MS-
based criteria: a) accurate mass determination with ELDI; b) ELDI-MS/MS fragmentation 
spectra; and c) integrated retention index and electron impact fragmentation patterns 
from GC-MS analysis. Most of the 12 sugars were observed as 39K+ and/or Na+ adducts 
by ELDI (Table 2). Specifically, sucrose was identified by MS/MS fragmentation patterns 
upon ELDI, and also by GC-MS analysis of extracts. A hexose, possibly glucose, was 
identified as both Na+ (m/z 203.0560) and 39K+ (m/z 219.0310) adducts. The identity of a 
phosphorylated hexose (possibly glucose-phosphate) was inferred from accurate mass 
determination of the 39K+ adduct (m/z 312.9720). An organic acid glucoside (possibly 
coumaroyl glucoside) was identified by MS/MS experiments as both the Na+ (m/z 
349.0923) and 39K+ (365.0647) adducts.  A heptose was identified by accurate mass 
determination and by MS/MS fragmentation spectra, but the particular isomer could 
not be determined.  
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The abundances of eight of these sugar metabolites were unaffected by the 
illumination status of the leaf (Table 2).  The spatial distributions of six typical 
metabolites are shown in Figure 9. Three of these sugar metabolites (m/z 203.0560, m/z 
312.9720, m/z 349.0923) become more abundant over time in the shaded side of the 
leaf. Finally, a sugar-derivative, believed to be hexose-glycerol phosphate (m/z 
357.0586), as determined by accurate mass, became less abundant across the entire 
leaf after 28 days of shading (Figure 9). 
 
MSI Profiles of Organic and Amino Acids  
Table 3 lists the carboxylic acids and amino acids that were observed by ELDI-
MSI. Seven of these metabolites were identified as H+ adducts, 15 as H+ adducts 
accompanied by water loss, two as Na+ adducts, and three as 39K+ adducts. Several of 
these compounds were observed as multiple adducts; individual molecules of a given 
compound had one of either H+, Na+ or 39K+ attached in the same spectrum.   
Several analytical strategies were integrated to confirm the chemical identity of 
these organic acids, including accurate mass determination, MS/MS experiments, and 
GC-MS analysis of derivatized metabolite extracts. The latter strategy was also used to 
confirm the relative concentrations between the illuminated and shaded sides of the 
leaves.  Collectively these analyses identified 23 organic acids. Eight were identified with 
ELDI-MS and the molecular images of these metabolites (Figure 10) indicate their 
abundances were unaffected by the shading of the leaf, except for glycolic acid seen 
only by GC-MS. 
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The locations of 12 proteogenic amino acids (alanine, arginine, asparagine, 
aspartic acid, glutamine, glycine, histidine, leucine, proline, serine, threonine, and 
valine) were determined by ELDI-MSI. The non-proteogenic amino acids were 
pyroglutamic acid and GABA (Figure 11).  Arginine, aspartic acid, and histidine were 
considerably more abundant in the shaded side of the leaf, although in the case of 
histidine this increase occurred after the half-leaf was shaded for 21 days.  The spatial 
distribution of seven amino acids were unaffected by shading, but the relative 
abundance of four amino acids changed as time progressed. Specifically, leucine 
abundance increased at 28 days, whereas the abundance of alanine (decreased from 
day 14 to 28), glycine (peaked day 14 decreased from day 21 onwards), and proline 
(depleted by day 21) was reduced during this time period. 
 
Discussion  
Several MSI methods have been utilized to obtain spatial distribution data of 
metabolites in plant samples.  Each offers unique advantages and drawbacks (Boughton 
et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2012). The present work demonstrates the potential of applying 
ELDI for MSI.  ELDI is analogous to LAESI, with the exception that ELDI uses ultraviolet 
radiation for ablation (e.g., 355 nm laser), whereas LAESI generally uses infrared 
radiation, for example a 2940 nm mid-IR laser (e.g., Nemes & Vertes, 2007). Although 
ELDI has previously been reported with fungi (i.e., Ganoderma lucidum and Antrodia 
camphorate) (Huang et al., 2012), there is only one other moderately extensive plant 
application study using ELDI, LAESI, or MALDESI (Etalo et al., 2015). The spatial 
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resolution was limited to 500 µm in that work (Etalo et al., 2015). Many proof-of-
concept experiments using LAESI-MSI on plants have been reported (Bartels & Svatoš, 
2015). 
Because plants accumulate large quantities of UV-absorbing molecules (e.g., 
flavonoids, chlorophylls, terpenes, phenolics) the plant leaf itself serves as a pseudo-
matrix.  Ablation of the plant pseudo-matrix enables ELDI-based observation of 
additional molecules that are not UV absorbers (e.g., sugars, amino acids and organic 
acids). In both ELDI and LAESI methods, particles undergo post-ionization via interaction 
with ESI droplets, and the resulting ions are then extracted into the mass spectrometer. 
Although LDI without post-ionization via ESI can achieve much higher spatial resolution, 
issues associated with ionization transfer still need to be addressed (Hölscher et al., 
2009).   
One concern about our ELDI method is possible spatial heterogeneity of the UV-
absorbing pseudo-matrix. Coupling electrospray and ablation with a UV laser appears to 
minimize these issues.  Both UV and non-UV absorbing compounds can be measured at 
atmospheric pressure.  For example, Figure 12 illustrates the localization of the UV-
absorbing flavonoid cyanidin-coumaroylglucoside-glucoside (m/z 757.1965 [M+]) and 
the localization of the non-UV absorbing metabolites, histidine, sucrose and glucose. 
Non-absorbing analytes can be observed readily in regions where the abundances of the 
pseudo-matrix flavonoids are relatively low (Figure 12).  These comparisons indicate 
that ELDI-based MSI can be used to localize the distribution of non-UV absorbing 
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metabolites despite large spatial changes in concentration of flavonoids or other 
possible pseudo-matrix compounds. 
Coleus is convenient because its leaves are sectored visually. This reflects the 
spatial arrangement of the underlying flavonoids (Boldt, 2013; Nguyen & Cin, 2009; 
Nguyen et al., 2008). Moreover, in Coleus the sectoring of the adaxial surface is different 
from that of the abaxial surface.  The adaxial surface is further modifiable by changes in 
the exposure to illumination (Nguyen & Cin, 2009; Logan et al., 2015). In addition, the 
depth of the leaf adaxial cells matches the penetration depth of the laser (~30 µm).  
Thus, the images presented herein reflect the abundance of metabolites in the 
epidermal cell layer of the leaf. 
Correlated with the visible changes in the pigments of the leaf in response to 
shading, major metabolic changes in anthocyanins were visualized by ELDI-MS and 
quantitatively confirmed by LC-MS analysis of metabolite extracts. The cyanidin 
glycosides are the most abundant anthocyanins in the illuminated side of the leaves, 
which correlates with their photo-inhibitory potential (Steyn et al., 2002).  Consistent 
with this photo-inhibitory attribute, the abundances of 17 of the 39 detected 
anthocyanins decreased upon shading of the leaf.  Moreover, in response the 
illumination status of the leaf, there is a coordinated change in the differential 
abundance of the structurally related anthocyanins, cyanidin-coumaroylglucoside-
glucoside, cyanidin-malonyl glucoside, and the aglycone cyanidin. The ability to visualize 
this coordination at a spatial level provides additional insights to their potential 
metabolic interconnections.  Namely, the enhanced accumulation of cyanidin-
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coumaroylglucoside-malonylglucoside, in response to illumination, may be associated 
with increased biosynthesis.  The correlated changes in the levels of the potential 
precursors (i.e., cyanidin-malonyl glucoside) (Figure 8) support this hypothesis.   
Multi-cellular photosynthetic plants are characterized by a series of source-sink 
tissues, that share the metabolic tasks of converting inorganic precursors, such as CO2, 
ammonia, phosphate etc., to organic constituents that are normally stored in sink 
tissues, such as seeds, tubers etc. (Basu et al., 1999; Wardlaw, 2006; Lemoine et al., 
2013; Osorio et al., 2014; Paul & Foyer, 2001; Roitsch, 1999; Turgeon, 1989). Source-sink 
relationships can be genetically programmed and are further modified by environmental 
abiotic or biotic stimuli that are mediated by small molecules (e.g., sugars and amino 
acids) (Krapp & Stitt, 1995; Lemoine et al., 2013; McCormick et al., 2008; Paul & Driscoll, 
1997; Roitsch, 1999).  ELDI-MSI can image metabolic changes associated with the 
induction of an artificial new source-sink relationship between two halves of a leaf.  The 
fully illuminated half of the leaf serves as the source tissue that fixes carbon, primarily in 
the form of sugars.  These compounds are exported to the shaded half of the leaf that 
serves as the new sink tissue, whose strength increases with increasing time of shading 
(Figure 9). (Bagnall et al., 1988; Islam et al., 2005; Paul et al., 1992; Steyn et al., 2002).   
ELDI revealed that the distribution of sugars (tetroses, pentoses, heptoses, and 
sucrose) were not significantly affected by the difference in the illumination between 
the two halves of the leaves.  Only the distributions of glucose and a hexose phosphate 
(presumably glucose-6-phosphate) were affected; they increased on the shaded side 
(Figure 9).  Therefore, the illuminated source-side of the leaf compensated for the 
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reduced photosynthesis that was imposed by shading the other half of the leaf.  This 
sugar-based interrelationship between source-sink tissues often manifests coordinated 
changes in amino acid metabolism, associated with the affiliation between carbon and 
nitrogen metabolism (McCormick et al., 2006; Paul & Driscoll, 1997).  These changes in 
amino acid metabolism are usually associated with photosynthetic source tissues, where 
changes in RUBISCO levels (the major sink for amino acids) can drastically affect free 
amino acid pools (Nielsen et al., 2002; McCormick et al., 2008; Paul & Driscoll, 1997).  
Thus, in our studies we visualized increasing levels of Arg, Asp, His in the shaded side of 
the leaf (Figure 11), probably reflecting the turnover of RUBISCO as photosynthetic 
capacity was reduced in the dark, sink-side of the leaf.  
 
Conclusion 
This study demonstrates the capabilities of ELDI-MSI for identification and spatial 
characterization of a wide variety of compounds in plant tissues with minimal sample 
preparation requirement.  The ability to generate spatial distribution data that are 
consistent with biological explanations provides confidence in the validity of the 
observations. Future experiments include a) separation of isobaric ions by ion mobility, 
and b) implementation of procedures for quantification with spatial resolution by ELDI. 
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Figures 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. ELDI-MSI experimental workflow. A) Individual Coleus leaves were treated for a period of 28 
days by shading half the leaf and leaving the other half fully illuminated. B) Leaf samples were selected for 
light microscopy, metabolite extraction and metabolomics analysis, and ELDI-MSI analyses with a Waters 
Synapt G2-S mass spectrometer. C)  ELDI-MSI data were generated and validated by metabolite profiling 
of extracts by GC-MS or LC-MS analysis. D) Mass spectrometric images were generated for individual ions 
and aligned with visual images of leaves. 
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Figure 2. Optical images of Coleus Henna leaves over a 28 day period.  A) The right-side of each leaf was 
shaded by wrapping with aluminum foil, whereas the left side was fully illuminated. White boxes denote 
areas of the leaves that were sectioned for optical microscopic examination in cross section (B). Scale bar 
= 50 µm  
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Figure 3. Optical microscopic images of leaf cross sections from the shaded (A) and illuminated (B) side of 
a leaf after 7-days of shade treatment. Scale bar = 50 µm  
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Figure 4. Log-ratio comparison of the differential metabolomes between illuminated and shaded sides of 
the leaf. The x-axis plots the log-transformed relative abundance ratio of each metabolite in illuminated 
versus shaded sides. The order of the metabolites (156 analytes, 67 chemically identified) on the y-axis is 
identical in all four plots, and they are ordered from the lowest to highest value on the x-axis as 
determined for the 7-day time-point. **** denote p-value <0.05. 
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Figure 5. Log-ratio comparison of the differential accumulation of anthocyanins in Coleus half-leaves 
maintained under full-illumination or shaded for the indicated time-periods.  The table names each of the 
9 anthocyanins that were identified by LC-MS analysis of extracts prepared from the two leaf halves. The 
order of the metabolites on the y-axis of the plot is from the lowest to the highest log-ratio values as 
determined for the 7-day time point. 
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Figure 6. ELDI-MSI analysis of flavonoid backbones.  Molecular structure of two aglycone flavonoids: A) 
apigenin; and B) cyanidin. C) ELDI mass spectrum showing the relative abundance of apigenin ([M+H]
+
 at 
m/z 271.0627) and cyanidin ([M]
+
 at m/z 287.0585) ions. D) Spatial distribution of apigenin and cyanidin in 
shaded or fully illuminated leaf-halves, at different time-points after initiation of the shading treatment. 
Scale bar = 2 mm. The MSI intensity scale bar is color coded: red is maximum signal and blue is minimum 
signal, in this and subsequent figures.  
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Figure 7. Spatial distribution between shaded and illuminated halves of leaves of cyanidin and apigenin-
based flavonoids as affected by up to 28 days of shading. The cyanidin-based flavonoids were detected as 
[M]
+
 ions, and apigenin-based flavonoids were detected as either [M+H]
+
 ions. Scale bar = 2 mm. 
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Figure 8. Spatial distributions of cyanidin-coumaroylglucoside-malonylglucoside and its metabolically 
related species determined by ELDI-MSI analysis of leaf-halves subjected to either full illumination or 
shaded for up to 28 days. Right panel represents the 3D representations of the abundance of these 
metabolically related ions. The x- and y-axes represent spatial coordinates (mm), and the z-axis maps ion 
intensity. Scale bar = 2 mm. 
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Figure 9.  Spatial distributions of sugars determined by ELDI-MSI analysis of leaf-halves subjected to either 
full illumination or shading for up to 28 days. Each sugar was detected as [M+Na]
+
 or [M+K]
+
 adducts. 
Scale bar = 2 mm. 
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Figure 10. Spatial distributions of organic acids determined by ELDI-MSI analysis of leaf-halves subjected 
to either full illumination or shading for up to 28 days. Scale bars = 2 mm. 
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Figure 11. Spatial distribution of amino acids determined by ELDI-MSI analysis of leaf-halves subjected to 
either full illumination or shading for up to 28 days. Scale bar = 2 mm. 
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Figure 12. 3D representation of the localization of UV-absorbing and non-UV absorbing metabolites. 
Distributions of A) anthocyanin 757.1965 (m/z) (red) along with histidine 156.0809 (m/z) (green) and B) 
sucrose 381.0786 (m/z) (red) along with glucose 203.0560 (m/z) (green) are shown.  Scale bar = 2 mm. 
Right panel represents the 3D representations of the abundances of these metabolically related ions. The 
x- and y-axes represent spatial coordinates (mm), and the z-axis maps ion intensity.  
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Table 1. Flavonoids identified by ELDI-MS. Peak assignments were based on matches with entries in the 
METLIN Database (Smith et al., 2005). 
High Res. 
m/z 
Assigned ID ∆ppm 
of ID 
Response to 
Shading 
Major Fragment Ions Signal 
Intensity 
255.0679 Catechine + H
+
 -2H2O 6 None Background 
interferences 
5e4 
271.0627 Apigenin + H
+
 9 None 243, 229, 225, 156, 
145, 119 
1e6 
287.0585 Cyanidin (M
+
) 12 None 269, 241, 213, 185, 
157, 137 
7e5 
291.0899 Catechine + H
+
 12 None  Too low abun. 2e4 
399.0434 Flavone + K
+
 10 None 381, 371, 353, 337, 
287, 219, 201, 175 
1e6 
441.0725 Cyanidin Flavonoid + (M
+
) 
+H
+ 
3 None days 7-
14, decreased 
days 21-28 
287 2e5 
447.0918 Apigenin Glucuronide + 
H
+
 
0.4 None 271, 163 7e5 
458.0823 Flavone + 2H
2+
 4 None 399, 371, 353, 219, 
163, 147 
8e4 
476.0907 Cyanidin-coumaroyl 
glucoside-
dimalonylglucoside (M
+
) 
+ Na
+
 
6 Decreased 287 7e4 
483.0781 Cyanidin Flavonoid (M
+
)  None 287, 203, 163, 147 8e5 
489.1057 Apigenin Flavonoid + H
+
 
OR + H
+
 - H2O 
4 None days 7-
21, decreased 
day 28 
471, 399, 271, 163 5e5 
505.1016 Flavone Glucoside + H
+
– 
H2O 
6 None  5e4 
511.0744 Cyanidin Flavonoid (M
+
)  Decreased 437, 353, 313, 287, 
271, 179 
7e4 
527.0515 Cyanidin Flavonoid (M
+
) 3 Decreased 369, 309, 287, 163 1e5 
533.2350 Flavonoid  None 287, 271, 219, 201, 
163, 147 
2e5 
535.1069 Cyanidin 
malonylglucoside (M
+
) 
2 None days 7-
21, decreased 
day 28 
287, 163 6e4 
549.2095 Cyanidin Flavonoid  (M
+
)  None 369, 331, 287, 271, 
219, 201, 163, 147 
2e5 
557.0940 Flavonoid + Na
+
 6 None Interference from 
mass lock 
8e4 
593.1339 Flavonoid + H
+
– H2O 7 None Too low abun. 2e4 
595.1447 Cyanidin 
coumaroylglucoside (M
+
) 
0.1 Decreased 549, 287, 163, 147 3e5 
619.2228 Apigenin Flavonoid + H
+
  Increased 575, 533, 271, 163 2e5 
635.2041 Apigenin Flavonoid + H
+
  Increased 591, 549, 271, 163 4e5 
697.1607 Flavonoid + H
+
 0.4 Decreased Too low abun. 1e4 
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Table 1. Continued 
743.1454 Apigenin Flavonoid + H
+
  None 271, 163, 147 4e4 
757.1965 Cyanidin-
coumaroylglucoside-
glucoside (M
+
) 
1 None 595, 449, 399, 287, 
271, 163, 147 
8e5 
773.1890 Flavonoid + H
+
 4 None Too low abun. 1e4 
787.2041 Flavonoid + H
+
 4 None Too low abun. 2e4 
799.2031 Cyanidin Flavonoid  
M
+
– H2O or M
+
– 2H2O 
0.1-6 Decreased 621, 595, 535, 527, 
441, 287, 163, 147 
7e4 
813.1613 Cyanidin Flavonoid (M
+
)  None 795, 287, 163 7e4 
827.1994 Flavonoid + H
+
 4-5 Decreased Too low abun. 2e4 
829.1490 Cyanidin Flavonoid (M
+
)  None 595, 287, 271, 163, 
147 
5e4 
843.1970 Cyanidin-coumaroyl 
glucoside- 
malonylglucoside (M
+
) 
0.4 Decreased 799, 595, 535, 287, 
163, 147 
4e6 
859.1876 Cyanidin- 
caffeoylglucoside-
malonylglucoside (M
+
) 
5 Decreased 843, 489, 287, 271, 
163 
7e4 
865.1617 Flavonoid + H
+
– H2O 0.1-7 Decreased 839, 821, 677, 635, 
617, 575, 531, 513 
1e5 
873.2090 Cyanidin Flavonoid (M
+
) 0.6+ None 843, 693, 595, 535, 
489, 287, 163, 147 
5e4 
883.1759 Dicatechine Flavonoid + 
H
+
 
4 None 865, 839, 821, 677, 
635, 617, 575, 531, 
513 
2e5 
885.2034 Flavonoid  Decreased 867, 595, 577, 287, 
271, 163, 147 
9e4 
899.1660 Dicatechine Flavonoid + 
H
+
 
0.5 None 881, 855, 837, 813, 
693, 651, 633, 591, 
547 
3e5 
929.1966 Cyanidin-coumaroyl 
glucoside-
dimalonylglucoside (M
+
) 
1 Decreased 843, 621, 595, 489, 
287, 163, 147 
1e6 
951.1619 Cyanidin Flavonoid (M
+
)  Decreased 865, 843, 741, 635, 
549, 489, 447, 399, 
287 
5e4 
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Table 2.  Carbohydrates identified by ELDI-MS. Peak assignments were based on matches with entries in 
the METLIN Database (Smith et al., 2005).  
 
High Res. 
m/z 
Assigned ID ∆ppm 
of ID 
Response to 
Shading 
Major Fragment 
Ions 
Signal 
Intensity 
159.0021 Tetrose + K
+
 20 None Localized Signal 8e4 
189.0158 Pentose + K
+
 0.1 None Localized Signal 3e4 
197.0433 Organic Acid Glucoside + 
H
+
 + Na
+
 
0.01 None 161, 145, 119, 
101 
1e6 
203.0560 Hexose (glucose)  + Na
+
 
 
16 No abundance 
day 7, 
increased days 
14-28 
185, 167, 157, 
137, 123, 111 
1e3 - 5e5 
219.0310 Hexose (glucose) + K
+
 20 No abundance 
day 7, 
increased days 
14-28 
201, 183, 151, 
123, 111 
5e3 - 6e5 
233.0671 Heptose + Na
+
 16 None 215, 205, 179 5e5 
249.0414 Heptose + K
+
 17 None 231, 213, 195, 
125 
4e5 
255.1064 Hexose-glycerol + H
+
 4 None Too low abun. 1e4 
277.0901 Hexose-glycerol  + Na
+
 0.1 None Background 
interferences 
5e4 
312.9720 Hexose-Phosphate + K
+
 0.01 Low abundance 
day 7, 
increased days 
14-28 
 3e3 – 9e4 
337.0585 Caffeoylglucarate + H
+
 -
2H2O 
5 None 319, 185, 163 7e4 
349.0923 Organic Acid Glucoside + 
Na
+
 
8 Increased 331, 313, 267, 
163, 149 
9e4 
357.0586 Hexose-glycerol  
Phosphate + Na
+
 
8 None, 
decreased in 
abundance day 
28 
 4e3 – 1e5 
365.0647 Organic Acid Glucoside + 
K
+
 
3 Increased 347, 333, 329, 
163 
1e5 
365.1064 Sucrose + Na
+
 2 None 347, 337, 319, 
203 
5e4 
371.0475 Galloylglucose + K
+
 26 None 353, 327, 237, 
219 
1e5 
381.0786 Sucrose + K
+
 2 None 363, 345, 335, 
219, 163, 147 
7e4 
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Table 3.  Amino acids and organic acids identified by ELDI-MS. Peak assignments were based on matches 
with entries in the METLIN Database (Smith et al., 2005). 
 
 
  
High Res. 
m/z 
Assigned ID ∆ppm 
of ID 
Response to 
Shading 
Major Fragment 
Ions 
Signal 
Intensity 
72.0454 Alanine + H
+
 - H2O 6 None Too low m/z 7e3 
73.0309 Lactic Acid + H
+
 – H2O 26 None Too low m/z 1e4 
81.0707 Caproic Acid + H
+
 – 2H2O 3 None Too low m/z 1e4 
83.0145 Succinic Acid + H
+
 -2H2O 7 None Too low m/z 8e3 
86.0588 GABA +  H
+
 - H2O 20 None Too low m/z 3e4 
98.0198 Glycine + Na
+
 14 None Too low abun. 6e3 
98.0585 Proline  H
+
 - H2O 21 None Too low abun. 9e3 
106.0494 Serine + H
+
 4 None 88 1e4 
114.0907 Leucine + H
+
 – H2O 10 None Background 
interferences 
1e3 – 2e5 
115.0029 Tartaric Acid + H
+
 – 2H2O 6 None Localized Signal 2e4 
116.0365 Aspartic Acid +   H
+
 – 
H2O 
14 Increased 88 3e4 
118.0863 Valine + H
+ 
~0 None 100, 72 3e4 
120.0658 Threonine + H
+
 2 None 102 6e4 
129.0346 p-Coumaric Acid + H
+
-
2H2O 
~0 None 119, 91 2e4 
130.0520 Pyroglutamic Acid + H
+
 16 None 84 4e5 
145.0322 Caffeic Acid + H
+
 - 2H2O 18 None 135, 117, 107, 89, 
79 
1e5 
147.0485 p-Coumaric Acid + H
+
-
H2O 
26 None 119, 91 4e5 
147.0777 Glutamine + H
+
 8 None days 7-
21, Increased 
day 28 
130, 84 2e4 
155.0423 Asparagine + Na
+
 2 None 109 2e4 
156.0809 Histidine + H
+
 26 None days 7-
14, Increased 
days 21-28 
110, 93, 83 5e4 
157.0133 Citric Acid + H
+
 – 2H2O 6 None Too low abun. 9e3 
163.0430 Caffeic Acid + H
+
-H2O 20 None 145, 135, 117, 
107, 89, 79 
8e5 
170.0563 Leucine + K
+
 8 None 124 5e4 
175.1200 Arginine + H
+
 5 Increased 158, 130, 116, 
112, 70 
1e5 
219.0019 Caffeic Acid + K
+
 16 None 201, 183, 173, 
161, 129 
3e5 
230.9883 Citric Acid + K
+
 6 None 213, 195 2e4 
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Abstract 
 Mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) of plants has shown its worth to the field of 
metabolomics. Many methods have been introduced for MSI of plants, each with their 
own advantages and drawbacks. In the current work, we present electrospray laser 
desorption ionization (ELDI) MSI as an ionization source to study distributions of amino 
acids in Arabidopsis plants. ELDI does not require sample preparation and operates at 
atmospheric pressure, which is ideal for analysis of biological tissues. The spatial 
resolution of ELDI-MSI was improved to 50 µm for higher resolution MS-images. 
Arabidopsis plants grown in a 10 mM 13C glucose solution were analyzed via ELDI-MSI. 
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Thirteen amino acids were detected and imaged in Arabidopsis plants, with their 
isotopic morphologies interrogated.  
 
Introduction 
 Electrospray laser desorption ionization (ELDI) is an atmospheric pressure 
ionization source requiring little to no sample preparation.1 This makes ELDI a desirable 
method to analyze plants in their native environment without any alterations to the 
sample surface.2,3 One drawback of ELDI is its relatively low spatial resolution reported 
for mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) compared with similar methods.4 The well-
established matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) MSI is effective in 
analyzing plants, even at high resolutions of <5 µm, but requires extensive sample 
preparation and usually operates under vacuum.5,6,7  
 Another laser-based MSI method known as laser ablation electrospray ionization 
(LAESI) has been shown at near sub-cellular resolutions.8,9 However, LAESI requires a 
modified system for these higher resolutions and was limited to very large cells (>50 
µm). A commercial LAESI source (Protea) is available with 200 µm lateral resolution. 
LAESI has been shown to provide information on biological processes but has not been 
demonstrated at high spatial resolution.10,11 
Previous studies have shown ELDI-MSI at spatial resolutions of 125 µm for plants 
while detecting carbohydrates, amino acids, and flavonoids.12 In the current work, the 
lateral resolution was improved to 50 µm for ELDI-MSI on Arabidopsis plants. Since the 
cotyledon of the Arabidopsis was less than 1 mm in diameter, higher resolution MSI was 
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needed than currently demonstrated with LAESI or ELDI. With a 50 µm resolution via 
ELDI-MSI the spatial distributions of amino acids in Arabidopsis plants were 
interrogated. To show the sensitivity of ELDI-MSI at higher resolution and its 
applicability to study biological processes, Arabidopsis plants were grown in a 13C 
isotopically labeled glucose solution. The isotopically labeled carbons were observed in 
all detected amino acids and their distributions were shown via ELDI-MSI. Plants from 
each batch were also analyzed via GCMS polar extractions and compared to ELDI-MSI 
data. Both methods were adept at detecting isotopically labeled amino acids. 
 
Experimental 
Plant Growth  
Arabidopsis thaliana seeds of the wild-type (ecotype Col-0) were obtained from 
the Arabidopsis Biological Resource Center (http://abrc.osu.edu/). Arabidopsis seeds 
were sterilized with 50% bleach solution containing 0.1% Tween 20 for 7 minutes, 
followed by extensive washes with sterile water before sowing. Seeds were germinated 
in 125 mL sterile Erlenmeyer glass flask containing 50 mL half-strength Murashige and 
Skoog (1/2 MS) liquid media supplemented with10 mM glucose (pH 5.7, adjusted with 
1M KOH). Liquid-culture flasks were arranged in a randomized complete block design on 
a platform shaker (120 rpm) under constant light and temperature (23°C). After 14 days, 
seedlings were switched rapidly from unlabeled to carbon-13-labeled media (1/2 MS 
liquid media containing 10 mM [U-13C6] glucose) at multiple time points. Seedlings were 
incubated in the labeled media for various time intervals (0, 7, and 14 days) after the 
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isotope switch. Subsequently, seedlings were collected from the culture flasks and 
washed three times using 1/2 MS liquid media before analysis. 
 
Metabolite Extraction 
Intracellular metabolites were extracted using the methanol:chloroform:water 
extraction protocol described previously.13 The lyophilized tissue samples were 
homogenized in pre-chilled Eppendorf tubes using a Retsch MM301 5 mm ball mill 
mixer at a frequency of 30 Hz for 1 min. Two mg of dry weight of powdered samples 
spiked with internal standards (10 g of norleucine and 5 µg nonadecanoic acid) was 
extracted using 0.35 ml of hot methanol and incubated at 60 C for 10 min. The 
methanol extract was vortexed for 10 sec and sonicated for 10 min at full output power. 
Liquid-phase extraction was performed by 0.35 ml of chloroform and 0.3 ml of water. 
Aliquots of 200 µl upper methanol-water layer (polar fraction) and 200 µl bottom 
chloroform layer (non-polar fraction) were obtained after centrifugation for 5 min at 
13,000 g. The aliquots were separately transferred to glass vials, dried by vacuum 
concentration (Speed-Vac concentrator SVC 100H, Savant, NY), and stored − 80 °C until 
GCMS analysis. 
 
GCMS conditions  
Amino acids were derivatized by N-(tert-butyldimethylsilyl)-N-
methyltrifluoroacetamide (TBDMS) before separation by gas chromatography (GC) 
following the protocols adapted from Young.14 The dried polar fraction samples were 
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dissolved in 50 μL anhydrous pyridine and 70 μL TBDMS derivatization reagent. Each 
sample then was sonicated for 5 min and incubated at 60 °C for 30 min. The derivatized 
samples were analyzed by a Agilent 6890 series gas chromatograph equipped with a HP-
5ms column (30 m x 0.25 mm x 0.25 m, Agilent) and coupled to an Agilent 5973 
quadrupole mass detector. All analyses were run in split mode (1:2 or 1:5 split ratio), 
with an injection volume of 1 μL. Helium was used as a carrier gas with the flow rate of 1 
mL min−1 and the inlet temperature was 280°C. The oven temperature was programmed 
as follows: 140°C for 2 min, ramped at a 10 °C/min to 280 °C, followed by a 20 °C/min 
ramp to 320 °C, and ﬁnally held at this temperature for 2 min. The MS quadrupole 
temperature was 150°C, and the source temperature set at 230°C. Positive electron 
ionization mass spectra at 70 eV were recorded using the scan mode for mass to charge 
ratio (m/z) between 200 and 500. GCMS peak integration was done using ChemStation, 
and isotope correction was done using Isocor.  
 
ELDI-MS  
A Waters Synapt G2-S quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometer was used for 
data collection for all ELDI-MSI. The Waters ESI source was removed and a homemade 
open-air ESI source was used with samples at atmospheric pressure. Data were acquired 
in the mass range from m/z 50 to 600, spectra were summed for 0.25 seconds. The 
time-of-flight reflectron operated in single-pass mode with a resolution of ~10,000 
FWHM for MS images. The TOF was then operated in double-pass mode with a 
resolution of ~40,000 FWHM, or “high resolution mode”, to confirm compound 
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identifications by accurate m/z measurements.  These confirmatory measurements 
were done on different plants from the same treatment batch. The Synapt was operated 
using Waters MassLynx V4.1 (SCN851) software.  
 
Data Handling 
Spectra were generated from total ion chromatograms (TIC) combined by the 
MassLynx software. The “.raw” Waters data files were converted to mzML files by 
Proteowizard Mass Converter Tool. The MzML files were then combined into an imzML 
file using imzML Converter. This combined image file was then viewed and images were 
generated from MSiReader V0.06 via the W.M. Keck FTMS Laboratory. All images made 
within MSiReader had Linear2 interpolation for image clarity, and used the “Jet” 
colormap/false color appearance.  
 
ELDI Source 
The ELDI ion source setup has been described.12 Samples were ablated with a 
Nd:YAG laser (ULTRA, Big Sky Laser Tech, Inc. Bozeman, MT). The third harmonic was 
used at 355 nm. The laser was operated at a pulse repetition rate of 10 Hz, with a 5 ns 
pulse width, and an energy of ~250 µJ/pulse (before focusing). The beam was focused 
onto the sample by a beam expander followed by a single plano-convex focusing lens 
(fused-silica focal length 75 mm), with a nominal spot size of ~50 µm. 
Entire Arabidopsis plant samples were mounted on a glass slide using double 
sided tape. The laser did not penetrate completely through the sample; the underlying 
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tape is not ablated.  No matrix was applied, and leaves were pressed lightly to create an 
even surface. Plant samples were then placed 8 mm below the ESI-sample inlet axis on a 
computer-controlled translation stage (Z825B, Thorlabs, Inc. Newton, NJ). Samples were 
translated at 0.4 mm/sec beneath the 10 Hz laser beam down the surface of the leaf to 
ensure fresh tissue was constantly being ablated. The distance between the centers of 
adjacent ablation tracks was 50 µm, providing a lateral resolution of 50 µm. The leaves 
were irradiated normal to the sample surface with the laser beam axis ~2 mm 
downstream from the ESI capillary. The ESI tip was ~10 mm from the sample inlet.12  
A solution of 50% methanol with 0.1% formic acid (99.5% purity, Fisher 
Scientific) was pumped through a 53 µm ID polyimide coated capillary as the ESI solution 
(pump: model Z2, Harvard Apparatus, South Natick, MA). Leucine enkephalin was added 
at 0.1 ppm to the ESI solution for use as a mass calibrant. All data were acquired in 
positive ESI mode. The ESI voltage for ELDI was +2.5 kV applied to a stainless steel union 
in the liquid flow line, with the sample cone completing the ESI circuit. The sample inlet 
was kept at 100o C with a N2 curtain gas flow of 1 L/hr. 
 
Results and Discussion 
GCMS Profiles of Amino Acid Isotopologues 
Arabidopsis plants grown in 13C glucose solution were analyzed by a total 
metabolite analysis with GCMS. Plant samples were collected after 7 days and 14 days in 
the isotopically labeled glucose solution. The GCMS profiles of eleven amino acids and 
their isotopes can be seen in Figure 1. These include Alanine, Aspartate, GABA, 
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Glutamate, Glutamine, Glycine, Leucine, Proline, Pyroglutamic Acid, Serine, and Valine. 
For most of the amino acids detected there was substantial isotopic enrichment from 
the 13C glucose. Two additional amino acids (Arginine and Threonine) were detected by 
ELDI-MSI but GCMS profiles weren’t detected.  
The GCMS profiles of the eleven amino acids shown in Figure 1 are discussed 
below in alphabetical order. Alanine was observed from M+0 to M+2, with the greatest 
increase in the M+2 isotope after 7 days, nearly in equal abundance with the M+0 peak. 
After 14 days, the enrichment of the M+2 peak was much less compared to the 7-day 
sample. The Aspartate isotopic profile was nearly identical between the 7-day and 14-
day samples, with the M+1 isotope about one-third the intensity of the M+0 peak. The 
abundance steadily dropped as the isotopes increased in m/z. GABA had a very similar 
profile to Aspartate. Glutamate had a slight increase in the M+1 and M+2 isotopes after 
14-days as compared to the 7-day samples. Overall, however, it had a similar profile to 
both Aspartate and GABA. 
 Glutamine had substantial enrichment, with the M+0 peak only accounting for 
about half the overall Glutamine signal. The 7-day samples had a similar abundance 
across all five isotopes, but the 14-day samples had a slight decrease as more 13C was 
added. Glycine had the opposite outcome, as the 7-day samples showed more 
enrichment of the M+1 peak compared to the 14-day samples. However, as the error 
bars indicate in Figure 1, this varied across the 7-day samples.  
 Leucine had about twice the enrichment after 14-days compared with the 7-day 
samples. However, the M+5 isotope was similar in abundance for both. Proline had a 
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similar relative abundance for the M+0 peaks. While the 14-day samples had more 
enrichment of the M+1 and M+2 isotopes the 7-day samples had a greater enrichment 
for the M+3 and M+4 isotopes, although this effect was slight. A similar pattern is seen 
for the Pyroglutamic Acid isotopes, with the 14-day samples having greater M+1 
enrichment, but the 7-day samples having greater M+5 enrichment. However, this also 
varied across samples. 
 Serine had substantial enrichment, with the M+1 isotope approximately half as 
intense as the M+0 peak for the 7-day samples. The M+2 isotope was only slightly less 
abundant than the M+1 isotope. Valine had a similar pattern to Leucine, with slight 
isotopic enrichment from the M+1 to M+4 isotopes.  
 
ELDI-MSI of Amino Acids 
 Concurrent with the GCMS, plant samples from the same batches were taken for 
MSI analysis. Thirteen amino acids were imaged by ELDI-MSI with their detected m/z 
values shown in Table 1. For all MS-images (Figure 2) the first two plants in the optical 
images (from left to right) were grown in a 12C glucose solution, so no isotopic 
enrichment should be observed. The two plants on the right were grown in the 13C-
labeled glucose solution for 7 days (left) or 14 days (right).  
 Alanine (Figure 2) was mostly observed spread throughout the cotyledon of the 
plants. There was a slightly higher relative isotopic abundance in the 7-day samples. 
Also, there is more abundance in the hypocotyl and roots in the isotopically labeled 
plants. Signal from the root was greatest from the M+2 isotope for 7-day plants and was 
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much higher compared with the M+1 isotope. Arginine (Figure 2) had a very 
concentrated abundance in all plants. However, it seemed to become more pronounced 
throughout the cotyledon in the isotopically labeled samples, especially after 14 days of 
enrichment. The control plants had more abundance in the roots as compared with the 
labeled plants. The relative intensity of the M+0 through the M+3 isotopes were nearly 
equal in the 7-day samples and dropped only slightly in the M+4 and M+5 isotopes. The 
day-14 samples did not have a high signal from the M+0 peak, and the M+1 through 
M+5 isotopes were all very close in abundance. Arginine was not observed by GCMS.  
 Aspartate (Figure 3) was only observed up to M+2 for the isotopically labeled 
samples. The abundance was mostly observed in the cotyledon, although some 
Aspartate was seen in the hypocotyl and root. The maximum relative abundance for the 
M+1 isotope in the labeled plants was nearly equal to the M+0 signal from the control 
plants. GABA (Figure 3) was observed throughout the plant but was also concentrated 
mostly in the cotyledon. The M+1 through M+3 isotopes were all observed in similar 
abundance for both the 7-day and 14-day samples, while the M+4 isotope had a slight 
drop in abundance.  
 Glutamate (Figure 4) was observed throughout the plant, mostly concentrated in 
the cotyledon. However, some highly localized Glutamate signal was seen in the 
hypocotyl and root in the 7-day samples. The 7-day plants had the greatest signal 
intensity observed for the M+5 isotope. This differs from the GCMS data. The 14-day 
plants had an increasing relative signal as the isotopic enrichment increased, with a 
slight drop for the M+5 isotope.  
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 Glutamine (Figure 5) was very localized in the control plants and was observed 
more in the root than the hypocotyl, with some abundant localized spots in the 
cotyledon. Glutamine was much more abundant and spread throughout the cotyledon 
in the isotopically labeled plants. There was a similar abundance for both the 7-day and 
14-day plants for the M+2 through M+5 isotopes. This observation is similar to the 
GCMS profile. 
 Glycine (Figure 6) was most abundant in the cotyledon, though some signal was 
observed in the hypocotyl and root. The maximum relative abundance of the control 
M+0 peak was similar to that of the labeled plants. Leucine (Figure 6) (or isoleucine) was 
observed from the M+0 peak through the M+5 peak, same as the GCMS. The Leucine 
signal was mostly concentrated in the cotyledon and was very similar in distribution to 
Glycine. The relative intensities of the isotopes M+2 through M+5 were of similar value. 
This observation was identical with the GCMS data. 
 Proline (Figure 7) had a very concentrated abundance and was mostly in the 
hypocotyl and root for the control plants. The isotopically labeled plants had more 
abundance in the cotyledon, similar to Glutamine. Little to no signal for the M+2 and 
M+3 isotopes was observed for the 7-day samples. However, the M+4 isotope was 
observed. In both the 7-day and 14-day labeled samples the M+1 peak had the highest 
signal. Pyroglutamic Acid (Figure 7) was observed mostly in the cotyledon, although 
some concentrated signal was seen in the hypocotyl and root (e.g. 7-day labeled M+2 
isotope). All five isotopes were observed in the labeled plants and had similar 
distribution to the GCMS data. 
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 Serine (Figure 8) was only observed to the M+1 isotope. The M+0 peak is barely 
seen in both datasets and was especially intense in the 7-day labeled M+1 isotope. 
Serine was mostly concentrated in the cotyledon with lower signals seen throughout the 
plant. Threonine (Figure 8) was not observed by GCMS, but its enrichment was readily 
seen by MSI. Threonine was mostly in the cotyledon, but signal was also seen in the 
hypocotyl and root. The M+1 and M+2 isotopes were of pretty similar abundance in 
both isotopically labeled samples. Valine (Figure 8) was seen as only the M+0 peak due 
to a background ion covering the isotopes. Signal from Valine was observed throughout 
the plant, but especially in the cotyledon. The relative signal from the control plants was 
much greater than that from the labeled plants.  
  
Conclusion 
 ELDI-MSI was successful in imaging thirteen amino acids and was sensitive enough 
to detect most of the isotopes observed in the GCMS total metabolite extraction. The 
MSI data was mostly similar to the GCMS, however one major difference was the 
isotopic abundance of the M+1 through M+5 peaks were much greater for all amino 
acids in the isotopically labeled plants in the MSI for the M+0 peak as compared to the 
GCMS.  
 This study showed the effectiveness of ELDI-MSI to monitor uptake and 
localization of amino acid in Arabidopsis plants. This was the first study to use ELDI with 
a 50 µm lateral resolution. This spot size was needed to successfully analyze Arabidopsis 
plants, due to their small size (cotyledon are only ~1 mm in diameter). Typical ELDI or 
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LAESI spatial resolutions of 200+ µm would not be high enough to obtain spatial 
localization information on these plants. Reported in this study are more amino acids 
than have been previously reported by similar MSI methods, showing ELDI-MSI as a 
useful tool for amino acid localization studies.1,11  
 Future work will include increasing the spatial resolution by cutting the spot size in 
half to 25 µm. This will allow for greater interrogation of the hypocotyl and root since 
they are much smaller than the cotyledon. Removing background interferences that 
covered the Valine isotopes is also needed. Increased sensitivity to see additional 
isotopes by ELDI that are observed in the GCMS will also be explored. This may be 
accomplished by pneumatically assisted ESI or an environmental chamber around the 
ELDI-ion source.  
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Table 1. List of Amino acids and each isotope at the detected m/z values by ELDI.  
 
 
  
Amino Acid Adduct Isotope m/z Δppm 
Alanine [M+H-H2O]
+
 M 72.0450 1.4 
  M+1 73.0454  
  M+2 74.0451  
Arginine [M+H]
+
 M 175.1200 2.9 
  M+1 176.1186  
  M+2 177.1209  
  M+3 178.1217  
  M+4 179.1196  
  M+5 180.1203  
Aspartate [M+K]
+
 M 171.9997 8.8 
  M+1 173.0007  
  M+2 174.0027  
GABA [M+H-H2O]
+
 M 86.0610 4.8 
  M+1 87.0603  
  M+2 88.0572  
  M+3 89.0579  
  M+4 90.0597  
Glutamate [M+H-H2O]
+
 M 130.0492 9.2 
  M+1 131.0470  
  M+2 132.0485  
  M+3 133.0489  
  M+4 134.0531  
  M+5 135.0509  
Glutamine [M+H]
+
 M 147.0762 5.2 
  M+1 148.0737  
  M+2 149.0768  
  M+3 150.0800  
  M+4 151.0779  
  M+5 152.0809  
Glycine [M+Na]
+
 M 98.0210 8.2 
  M+1 99.0235  
Leucine [M+Na]
+
 M 154.0841 1.9 
  M+1 155.0855  
  M+2 156.0876  
  M+3 157.0820  
  M+4 158.0850  
  M+5 159.0886  
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Table 1. Continued  
 
Amino Acid Adduct Isotope m/z Δppm 
Proline [M+Na]
+
 M 138.0529 1.4 
  M+1 139.0529  
  M+2 140.0536  
  M+3 141.0565  
  M+4 142.0550  
Pyroglutamic Acid [M+H-H2O]
+
 M 112.0396 2.3 
  M+1 113.0387  
  M+2 114.0428  
  M+3 115.0390  
  M+4 116.0423  
Serine [M+H]
+
 M 106.0513 8.3 
  M+1 107.0523  
Threonine [M+H]
+
 M 120.0664 2.8 
  M+1 121.0705  
  M+2 122.0691  
Valine [M+H-H2O]
+
 M 118.0861 6.0 
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Figures 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Observed GCMS profiles of 11 amino acids and their isotopic distributions after 7-days 
(black) or 14-days (gray) of growth in an isotopically labeled glucose solution. M0 is the 
molecular ion peak, while M1 through M5 refer to the M+1 through M+5 isotopes respectively.  
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Figure 2. MS-images of alanine and arginine isotopes after 7-days (MS-images on left) and 14-
days (MS-images on right). The first two plants in both optical images were grown in a 12C 
glucose solution as the control. The next two plants in both optical images were grown in a 13C 
glucose solution, and isotopic enrichment is expected in these plants. The optical images are the 
same for all MSI figures, and thus the plant positioning is the same. The max signal for each MS-
image is located to the right of the image, with the MSI intensity scale bar in the top left of the 
figure. The scale bar is color coded: red is maximum signal and blue is minimum signal, in this 
and subsequent figures. 
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Figure 3. MS-images of aspartate and GABA isotopes after 7-days (MS-images on left) and 14-
days (MS-images on right). The max signal for each MS-image is located to the right of the 
image, with the MSI intensity scale bar in the top left of the figure. 
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Figure 4. MS-images of glutamate isotopes after 7-days (MS-images on left) and 14-days (MS-
images on right). The max signal for each MS-image is located to the right of the image, with the 
MSI intensity scale bar in the top left of the figure. 
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Figure 5. MS-images of glutamine isotopes after 7-days (MS-images on left) and 14-days (MS-
images on right). The max signal for each MS-image is located to the right of the image, with the 
MSI intensity scale bar in the top left of the figure. 
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Figure 6. MS-images of glycine and Leucine isotopes after 7-days (MS-images on left) and 14-
days (MS-images on right). The max signal for each MS-image is located to the right of the 
image, with the MSI intensity scale bar in the top left of the figure. 
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Figure 7. MS-images of glutamate isotopes after 7-days (MS-images on left) and 14-days (MS-
images on right). The max signal for each MS-image is located to the right of the image, with the 
MSI intensity scale bar in the top left of the figure. 
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Figure 8. MS-images of serine, threonine, and valine isotopes after 7-days (MS-images on left) 
and 14-days (MS-images on right). The max signal for each MS-image is located to the right of 
the image, with the MSI intensity scale bar in the top left of the figure. Note, no isotopes were 
observed for Valine due to background interferences from electrospray ionization source.  
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Abstract 
In this study we evaluate the applicability of electrospray laser desorption 
ionization mass spectrometry imaging (ELDI-MSI) to interrogate tablet formulations for 
the spatial distributions of ingredients. Tablet formulations with varying amounts of 
crystalline acetaminophen were analyzed to determine if crystallinity could be detected 
via ELDI-MSI. Tablets with 0%, 2.5%, 5%, 10%, and 20% API crystallinity were 
successfully imaged. ELDI-MSI concurrently imaged the active pharmaceutical ingredient 
(API), binders, and surfactants. The spatial distributions of API identified as amorphous 
were very similar to that of the surfactants. Identified crystalline API was believed to 
have different spatial locations when compared to the surfactants. The higher the 
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crystallinity in the tablet formulation, the more agglomeration of the active ingredient 
was observed by ELDI-MSI. This study shows the capability of ELDI-MSI to diagnose 
agglomeration and crystallinity content in pharmaceutical preparations with little to no 
sample preparation. The ability to concurrently image APIs with other components 
provides valuable information as to their form in the tablet. 
 
Introduction 
The bioavailability of the active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) in tablets is 
critical for the pharmaceutical industry and its consumers. Many drugs are more soluble 
in the amorphous form compared to their crystalline state, ultimately increasing the 
bioavailability of the API.1,2,3 Also, the crystalline form of the API can be unstable.3,4 
Therefore, it is important for the pharmaceutical industry to be able to determine the 
amount of crystalline API in tablet formulations.5  
Several analytical techniques are utilized currently for this task. Raman and NIR 
spectroscopy has been successfully used to monitor crystallization of APIs.6,7,8 Raman 
imaging on pharmaceutical tablets can observe crystallinity9, and other spectroscopic 
techniques have been extensively used to image tablets.10 While these have proven 
effective, spectroscopic methods have level of detection and selectivity drawbacks due 
to other crystalline species in the drug formulation matrix (e.g. excipients, multiple 
APIs). 
Mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) has been utilized extensively to analyze drug 
uptake in animal tissues.11 However, it has not been widely used to study the same APIs 
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in the initial tablet.12 Desorption electrospray ionization (DESI) has been used quite a bit 
for pharmaceuticals13-18, but little DESI-MSI has been reported. One study used DESI-MSI 
in tandem with other analytical methods for identification of counterfeit drugs.19 A 
study by Cooks’ lab showed the applicability of fiducial markers for MSI on tablets.20 
Another method successfully applied for MSI on tablets was infrared laser ablation 
metastable-induced chemical ionization (IR-LAMICI), which was also used for counterfeit 
pill identification.21  
MSI could be advantageous compared to other chemical imaging techniques due 
to its potential to image multiple APIs in the same formulation, as well as other chemical 
components (e.g. surfactants, binders, etc.) with the inherent sensitivity and selectivity 
advantages of mass spectrometry. The spatial information provided by MSI could be 
useful to diagnose agglomeration due to crystalline API in an amorphous formulation. 
High mass resolution data would also mean little overlap in multiple API signals, a 
significant issue with Raman and IR spectroscopy methods.  
Electrospray Laser Desorption Ionization (ELDI) has been shown to effectively 
analyze drug tablets with different active ingredients.22 However, ELDI-MSI has not been 
explored with pharmaceutical tablets. Matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization 
(MALDI) has been used to image tablets23,24 but not extensively. ELDI differs from MALDI 
in that it is a matrix-free method that requires no sample preparation.25 ELDI also 
operates at atmospheric pressure, while MALDI is typically done under vacuum. The fact 
that ELDI requires no sample preparation and operates at ambient pressure makes it an 
advantageous MSI method for analysis of pharmaceutical tablets.  
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In the present study, ELDI-MSI was used to determine differences in API spatial 
distributions between formulations of differing amorphous-to-crystalline API ratios. 
Agglomeration of the active ingredient, acetaminophen, was diagnosed as crystalline 
API content increased. Crystalline API locations were determined by overlaying of API 
and surfactant MS-images.  
 
Experimental 
ELDI-MS  
A Waters Synapt G2-S quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometer was used for 
data collection. The Waters (ESI) source was removed and a homemade open-air ESI 
source <KJ Thesis REF> was used with samples at ambient pressure. Data were acquired 
in the mass range from m/z 50 to 1200. The time-of-flight reflectron operated in single-
pass mode with a mass spectral resolution of ~10,000 FWHM for MS images. Tandem 
MS quadrupole resolution was set at ∆m=5. The collision energy was 20 eV nominally 
for the API. The Synapt was operated using Waters MassLynx V4.1 (SCN851) software. 
 
ELDI Source 
Samples were ablated with a Nd:YAG laser (ULTRA, Big Sky Laser Tech, Inc., 
Bozeman, MT). The third harmonic was used at 355 nm. The laser was operated at a 
pulse repetition rate of 10 Hz, with a 5 ns pulse width, and an energy of ~250 µJ/pulse 
(before focusing).  This pulse energy was just above the ablation threshold for these 
samples. The beam was focused onto the sample by a beam expander followed by a 
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single plano-convex focusing lens (fused-silica focal length 75 mm), with a nominal spot 
size of ~50 µm.  
Flat pill samples were mounted on a glass slide using double sided tape. No 
matrix was applied. Samples were then placed 8 mm below the ESI-sample inlet axis on 
a computer-controlled translation stage (Z825B, Thorlabs, Inc. Newton, NJ). Samples 
were translated at 0.4 mm/sec beneath the 10 Hz laser beam down the surface of the 
tablet. The middle 7.5 mm of a 10 mm wide pill was imaged. The distance between the 
centers of adjacent ablation tracks was 100 µm, providing a lateral resolution of 100 µm. 
The ablation trench was ~30 µm deep, much less than the pill thickness. Mass spectra 
were averaged over 0.25 second intervals. Thus, the ablated volume was 50 µm by 100 
µm by 30 µm deep per pixel. The tablets were irradiated normal to the sample surface 
with the laser beam axis ~2 mm downstream from the ESI capillary. The ESI tip was ~10 
mm from the sample inlet. 
A solution of 50% methanol with 0.1% formic acid (99.5% purity, Fisher 
Scientific) was pumped through a 53 µm ID polyimide coated capillary as the ESI solution 
(pump: model Z2, Harvard Apparatus, South Natick, MA). Leucine enkephalin was added 
at 0.1 ppm to the ESI solution for use as a mass calibrant. All data were acquired in 
positive ESI mode. The ESI voltage was +2.5 kV applied to a stainless steel union in the 
liquid flow line, with the sample cone completing the ESI circuit. The sample inlet was 
kept at 100oC with a N2 curtain gas flow of 1 L/hr. 
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Data Handling 
Spectra were generated from total ion chromatograms (TIC) combined by the 
MassLynx software. The “.raw” Waters data files were converted to mzML files by 
Proteowizard Mass Converter Tool. The MzML files were then combined into an imzML 
file using imzMLconverter. This combined image file was then viewed and images were 
generated from MSiReader V1.00 via the W.M. Keck FTMS Laboratory. All images made 
within MSiReader had Linear2 interpolation for image clarity, and used the “Jet” 
colormap/false color appearance. Co-localization and 3D images were created with 
MSiReader V1.00. 
 
LCMS Surfactant Identification 
LCMS spectra were taken of surfactant standards for identity confirmation in the 
ELDI spectrum. LCMS work was done on an Agilent QTOF 6540 high resolution 
quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometer operated using electrospray ionization. 
The Agilent MassHunter software was used for data collection and processing. The 
surfactant standards were lauroglycol (L90) (Sigma) and tween-80 (T80) (Sigma).  
 
Tablet Formulation 
Acetaminophen tablets (100 mg API) were created by AbbVie at 0, 2.5, 5, 10, and 
20% crystallinity. The acetaminophen (Sigma, USP grade) was initially crystalline. The 
hot melt extrusion (HME) process dissolved the drug into the tablet filler copovidone 
(Plasdone S-630 polymer, Ashland, Columbus, OH) to become an amorphous solid 
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dispersion (ASD). Lauroglycol (7%) and tween-80 (3%) surfactants were used to bind the 
amorphous acetaminophen into tablet form. The ASD amorphous acetaminophen was 
then blended with the crystalline acetaminophen to get the various crystalline spiked 
percentages, with additional copovidone added to act as filler. The pills were then 
doped with titanium dioxide (Sigma, exp 21 Dec 2018) to enhance laser absorption for 
ablation. All blends were extruded on a Thermo Process 11 Hygienic TSE using a 
gravimetric twin screw feeder. The extrusion process was kept the same for all blends.   
 
Safety Considerations 
Appropriate laser safety goggles were worn during ELDI experiments. Breathing 
masks were worn when ablating pills to avoid inhalation of ablated particles. 
 
Results and Discussion 
ELDI of Acetaminophen Tablets 
Sample pills prepped at 0, 2.5, 5, 10, and 20% crystallinity were imaged using 
ELDI-MSI. Acetaminophen was concurrently observed as [M+H]+ at m/z 152.0717 (∆m = 
3.6 ppm), [M+Na]+ at m/z 174.0540 (∆m = 5.2 ppm), and [M+K]+ at m/z 190.0271 (∆m = 
0.33 ppm) (Figure 1). The spatial distributions for each adduct were identical in all pills. 
The surfactant L90 was observed at m/z 241.2178, 458.4211 and 903.7629. The 
surfactant T80 was observed as a series of peaks approximately 44 m/z apart and 
ranging from m/z 657.4307 to 965.6449 (Figure 1 inset). The three L90 peaks and the 
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distribution from T80 were identified as L90 and T80 by standard samples run via LCMS 
to confirm their identity in the ELDI spectrum. 
Filler compounds were observed throughout each pill (Figure 2A). These 
compounds are expected as they make up the bulk of the formulation. A relatively low 
signal intensity from acetaminophen was observed throughout the surface of every pill 
and at each crystallinity composition. Pills consisting of 0% crystalline acetaminophen 
had a consistent spatial distribution for the API (Figure 2B). Signals from acetaminophen 
were observed throughout the pill surface in nearly equal abundance. Pills consisting of 
2.5% crystalline acetaminophen had a fairly consistent spatial distribution for the API, 
but some agglomeration was observed (Figure 2C).  Pills consisting of 5% crystalline 
acetaminophen had much more intense agglomeration (Figure 2D). Several intense API 
spots were observed. Pills with 10% (Figure 2E) or 20% (data not shown) crystalline 
acetaminophen had fewer agglomerates, but more at a higher intensity as compared to 
the 5% crystalline pills.   
Surfactants (L90 and T80) used to “gel” the amorphous form of acetaminophen 
had very similar spatial distributions to the acetaminophen MSI (e.g. Figure 3). It is 
expected that wherever a high surfactant signal is observed in the MSI, a corresponding 
signal will be observed for amorphous acetaminophen. Acetaminophen signal observed 
without any surfactant signal is expected to be from crystalline acetaminophen. This is 
due to the surfactant binding only amorphous acetaminophen into the tablet during the 
hot melt extrusion process. 
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The 0% crystalline acetaminophen tablets had similar spatial distributions 
between the API and the L90 surfactant. This can be seen in Figure 3, the co-localization 
MS image of a 100% amorphous acetaminophen tablet comparing the API and L90 
spatial distributions. However, when comparing the 5% crystalline acetaminophen 
tablet’s API and L90 surfactant signals the spatial distributions do not match perfectly, 
as seen in Figure 4. Any signal from acetaminophen that does not have a corresponding 
spatial match with the L90 surfactant is expected to be crystalline acetaminophen. The 
same result is shown for the 20% crystalline acetaminophen tablet in Figure 5. In this 
case, a large acetaminophen crystal is observed in the upper right corner of the MS 
image, where no corresponding surfactant signal is observed. Other smaller crystalline 
acetaminophen agglomerations are visible throughout the co-localization image.  
Since the majority of the API is amorphous in these formulations most of the API 
signal has an overlapping surfactant signal. There is a relatively low (~2e4) API signal 
observed throughout the tablet in all formulations. Under the intensity scale used in 
Figures 2-5, only the large agglomerates are observed. Therefore, acetaminophen is still 
spread throughout the tablet; however its bioavailability would likely be lowered due to 
this agglomeration and crystalline content.  
 
Conclusion 
This study was the first application of ELDI-MSI applied to a tablet. This was also 
the first study to use MSI to detect crystallinity in a pharmaceutical preparation. 
Agglomeration of the API was shown to occur in samples with higher crystalline content.  
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Matching the spatial distribution from the acetaminophen signal with that from 
the surfactants helps distinguish amorphous API from crystalline API. This is an effective 
marker for crystalline identification as the acetaminophen and surfactant signal almost 
perfectly overlap in the 100% amorphous sample. However, this is not the case at 
formulations with crystalline API introduced. Agglomeration of acetaminophen in high 
intensity spots occurs more extensively in highly crystalline tablet formulations. This 
agglomeration occurs for both crystalline and amorphous API, as seen in the co-
localization images.  
One desirable feature of ELDI-MSI on tablets is its ability to concurrently image 
many ingredients. This can be done with little or no sample preparation, without an 
applied matrix and at ambient pressure. Without the need for sample preparation, ELDI-
MSI analysis could be performed in-line at the point of manufacturing. Since sample 
preparation can potentially change the crystal structure of the API, this is an important 
factor.7 
Due to the laser wavelength available (355 nm) TiO2 dopant was needed for laser 
ablation to occur. At a more universal wavelength, such as 214 nm, this doping 
mechanism should no longer be needed. Laser ablation at 214 or 266 nm should allow 
for ELDI-MSI to analyze any commercial formulation. Images with small spot size and 
higher spatial resolution would allow for interrogation of individual API crystals, and will 
be explored in future experiments. Additional tablet formulations of multiple APIs will 
also be explored.  
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Figures 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Overall background subtracted ELDI mass spectrum of an ablation track in the 100% amorphous 
acetaminophen tablet. The labeled peaks at m/z 152, 174, and 190 are from acetaminophen [M+H]
+
, 
[M+Na]
+
, and [M+K]
+
, respectively. The labeled peaks at m/z 241 and 903 are from the L90 surfactant. The 
series of peaks shown in the inset mass spectrum are from the T80 surfactant (with the exception of m/z 
903).  
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Figure 2. ELDI-MSI of acetaminophen tablets. A) “Filler” compound at m/z 112.0844. A steady signal 
across the entire tablet surface was observed for multiple of these filler compounds. The MS-images in B, 
C, D, and E show the spatial distributions of acetaminophen [M+H]
+
 at different crystallinity percentages, 
and are set to the same normalized heat map intensity scale. 
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Figure 3. Co-localization MSI (bottom image) of 100% amorphous acetaminophen (APAP, top-left) and the 
L90 surfactant (top-right). The red represents signal from acetaminophen only, while the blue represents 
signal from L90 only. The yellow shows where the acetaminophen and L90 signals overlap in the two MS-
images.  
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Figure 4. Co-localization MSI (bottom image) of 5% crystalline acetaminophen (APAP, top-left) and the L90 
surfactant (top-right). The red represents signal from acetaminophen only, while the blue represents 
signal from only L90. The yellow shows where the acetaminophen and L90 signals overlap in the two MS-
images. Areas circled show examples of identified crystalline acetaminophen.  
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Figure 5. Co-localization MSI (bottom image) of 20% crystalline acetaminophen (APAP, top-left) and the 
L90 surfactant (top-right). The red represents signal from acetaminophen only, while the blue represents 
signal from only L90. The yellow shows where the acetaminophen and L90 signals overlap in the two MS-
images. Areas circled show examples of identified crystalline acetaminophen. The white arrows point to 
an agglomeration of amorphous acetaminophen which has a corresponding surfactant signal.  
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Supplemental Figures: 
 
 
Supplemental Figure 1.  Acetaminophen [M+H]
+
 at a high intensity spot. Spectrum is not background 
subtracted. Peak just above m/z 152.0717 is a background ion. 
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Supplemental Figure 2. LCMS of lauroglycol-90 surfactant standard. 
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Supplemental Figure 3. LCMS of Tween-80 surfactant standard. 
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CHAPTER 6. 
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
 
This thesis discussed multiple applications of ELDI-MSI within the fields of plant 
metabolomics and one within pharmaceuticals. Also described were technical 
advancements of ELDI, including a lateral resolution increase to 50 µm. ELDI-MSI was 
successful in obtaining spatially resolved metabolite images from multiple plant 
samples, including: Peony, Marigold, Geranium, Hosta, Coleus, and Arabidopsis. Utilizing 
ELDI-MSI, spatial changes in the adaxial layer of coleus leaves as a result of external 
stimuli were interrogated. Isotopically labeled glucose was tracked in Arabidopsis plants 
through MS-images of amino acid isotopes. These studies showed the potential of ELDI-
MSI in the field of plant metabolomics.  
Agglomeration and crystallinity in pharmaceuticals directly affect the 
bioavailability of the active pharmaceutical ingredient(s) (APIs) in tablets. To diagnose 
agglomeration, ELDI-MSI was used on acetaminophen tablets and found intense spatial 
localization of the API as a result of increasing crystallinity. While this is typically done 
with spectroscopic imaging methods, MSI is advantageous due to its sensitivity and 
ability to image across the entire m/z acquisition range. ELDI-MSI is advantageous 
because it operates at ambient pressure and without any sample preparation for 
relatively flat tablets. This allows ELDI to be of potential use as an in-line monitor of 
crystallinity and agglomeration for the pharmaceutical industry.  
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Future work with ELDI-MSI would include an increase in the lateral resolution to 
~20 µm. This would allow for improved images of smaller plants, such as Arabidopsis, 
and greater interrogation of crystals in tablets. Three-dimensional images of 
pharmaceutical tablets would also be worth exploring to determine where API 
agglomeration or crystals congregate in the pill. Also, a change of the laser to a more 
universal wavelength (such as 266 or 214 nm) would allow for analysis of pills without a 
TiO2 dopant. The new ELDI-MSI setup would then be tested on commercial formulations 
to determine if crystallinity or agglomeration is observed in over-the-counter tablets.  
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Abstract 
  A common horticultural plant Solenostemon scutellariodes (coleus) has diverse 
foliage colors and is ideal for studying the biological role of flavonoid compounds. Prior 
research has determined how these variations in leaf color are altered by varying light 
sources.  However little research has been done to determine the types of flavonoid 
compounds present in coleus leaves. In this study, laser ablation electrospray ionization 
(LAESI) mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) was used to determine a specific class of 
flavonoids- anthocyanins, which were additionally, confirmed using liquid 
chromatography mass spectrometry (LC-MS). Two varieties of Solenostemon 
scutellariodes (coleus) were used for the study. Broad Street is anthocyanin-rich (dark 
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burgundy/red leaf edged in green), while Wizard Jade is anthocyanin-poor (a leaf with 
creamy white center and green outer margin). Broad Street Coleus was found to be 
abundant in malonylshisonin.  In contrast, Wizard Jade Coleus showed lower levels of 
this anthocyanin. Mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) showed that the biosynthesis of 
malonylshisonin in Broad Street Coleus progressed from cyanidin to cyanidin-3-O-β-D-
glucoside to cyanidin-3-(p-coumaroyl)-glucoside to shisonin and finally to 
malonylshisonin. LAESI was proven to be a sensitive technique in identifying small 
amounts of shisonin and malonylshisonin in specific spatial regions of Wizard Jade 
Coleus leaves. Spatial resolution is important when compounds are heterogeneously 
distributed. The use of LAESI-MSI can prove a useful source to study biological processes 
as it requires little sample preparation.  
 
Introduction 
Anthocyanins are part of a larger class of secondary metabolites called 
flavonoids. They are commonly found in leaves and act as a stress protector especially 
against ultraviolet (UV) damage, since anthocyanins readily absorb UV light. 
Anthocyanins induce the characteristic blue, red, or purple pigment in various plant 
tissues. Common anthocyanins include cyanidin, pelargonidin, and delphinidin, which all 
have a cyclic backbone structure that is positively charged. This positive charge allows 
anthocyanins to have unique biological roles, which vary depending on the plant species 
and the location of anthocyanins in the plant itself.1 When anthocyanins are found 
primarily in seeds, their colors attract animals, thus aiding in seed dispersal. 
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Alternatively, in leaves they can protect the plant against stressors like harsh weather 
conditions, heavy metal contamination, and UV radiation, the latter being the most 
commonly studied.1-10 When a leaf is subjected to UV radiation, particularly UVB light 
(280-320 nm), proteins, DNA, and cell membranes can be altered or destroyed.11 Thus, 
the anthocyanins accumulated in epidermal cells can protect leaves by acting as a 
barrier due to their strong UV absorbance.12,13  
While the protective role of anthocyanins is the same across plant species, 
anthocyanin synthesis can vary depending on the plant.14 The precursors of all 
anthocyanin syntheses are malonyl-COA and p-coumaroyl-COA; the latter is shown in 
Figure 1. These two compounds eventually form tetrahydroxychalcone, which is 
converted to naringenin, then dihydrokaempferol (DHK). DHK is hydroxylated to become 
dihydroquercetin (DHQ) or dihydromyricetin (DHM). DHK, DHQ, and DHM are reduced 
to leucoanthocyanidins, pelargonidin, cyanidin, and delphinidin as common byproducts, 
depending on the plant. For example, petunias do not produce pelargonidin but can 
produce delphinidin, whereas maize can produce delphinidin but not pelargonidin.  
           Solenostemon scutellariodes (coleus), a horticulturally attractive plant with highly 
ornamental foliage, has been used in many studies involving the influence of light 
intensity on foliage color and growth.15 As a member of the Lamiaceae (mint) family, 
coleus plants accumulate anthocyanins in the outer epidermal region of their leaves. 
Most studies involving anthocyanins in coleus involve manipulating the amount of UV 
and visible light the leaf receives.16-18 For example, a study by Nguyen et al., noted 
changes in pigmentation when various coleus species were subjected to high intensity 
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light.16 There seems to be little information, however, on the actual anthocyanin 
compounds present in coleus.  
Mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) can be used to study this question. MSI is an 
emerging tool in the plant field. It has recently shown its capabilities not only in spatial 
localization of metabolites but also in providing new insights into biological pathways.19 
Several ionization techniques are used in MSI, including matrix assisted laser desorption 
ionization (MALDI), desorption electrospray ionization (DESI), and laser ablation 
electrospray ionization (LAESI).20-22 It should be noted in the literature LAESI is closely 
related to matrix assisted laser desorption electrospray ionization (MALDESI) and 
electrospray laser desorption ionization (ELDI).22  
Previous studies involving plant metabolite identification through various MSI 
techniques, including reduced and atmospheric pressure laser desorption ionization, 
have been conducted on peonies, marigolds, Arabidopsis, and rice leaves.21,23-25 While 
each technique offers its own advantages and disadvantages, LAESI has become useful 
for metabolite identification in both plant and biological samples over recent years.  
One the biggest advantage of this type of analysis is the ease of sample preparation (i.e. 
no matrix coating). An experiment conducted by Nemes et al20 using IR-LAESI (2.94 μm), 
found ion abundances in petite French marigold seedlings were ~102-104 enhanced 
compared to atmospheric pressure IR-MALDI. 
A typical LAESI experiment is shown in Figure 2. A sample leaf is prepped for 
analysis, and undergoes ablation from the laser. The ablation results in the formation of 
a neutral plume from the sample, which is then ionized by a charged electrospray 
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stream. The newly formed ions enter the mass spectrometer and the m/z ratio is 
measured for all the ions present, resulting in a mass spectrum. To obtain an image, 
several hundred spectra are gathered together to be processed. A mass spectrometry 
image can now be produced for every compound found in the sample. In our setup, a 
UV laser (355 nm) was used partly because anthocyanins efficiently absorb UV light.12,13 
To date, there have been no attempts to image anthocyanins in coleus. We 
believe that MSI can allow further insight into anthocyanin synthesis. In this study, two 
varieties of coleus were imaged, Broad Street (dark burgundy/red leaf edged in green; 
an anthocyanin rich variety) and Wizard Jade (creamy white center and green outer 
margin; an anthocyanin poor variety). LAESI was performed on both types of leaves to 
identify the anthocyanins present and their spatial localization in the leaf. Additionally, 
extractions and liquid chromatography (LC-MS) were performed for validation and 
quantification. 
 
Experimental 
Plant Maintenance and Light Conditions 
Solenostemon scuttellarioides – Broad Street and Wizard Jade were purchased 
from a local greenhouse (Earl May, Ankeny, Iowa).  All plants were transferred to LC1 
Sunshine Mix soil (Sun Gro Horticulture, Bellevue, WA), watered weekly in a growth 
room at 22 °C under continuous illumination (2568 Lux or photosynthetic photon flux 
density 100 µmol of photons m-2 sec-1). Leaves (three biological replicates) were  
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harvested and taken for each experimental platform: MS imaging, optical imaging 
and/or anthocyanin analysis through LC-MS.  
 
Tissue Sectioning and Microscopy 
Fresh leaf tissues were hand-sectioned along the longitudinal axis of the leaves 
using a vibratome at 70-100 µm for spatial imaging. Each section was immediately 
visualized using a BX-40 microscope equipped with an Axioplan software. It should be 
noted that MS was not done on these sections. 
 
Anthocyanin Extraction and LC-MS 
           For anthocyanin analysis, harvested leaves were immediately flash-frozen using 
liquid nitrogen, dried using a vacuum lyophilizer and pulverized using a Mixer Mill 
301(Retsch GmbH, Germany) in 2 mL Eppendorf tubes prior to extraction. The 
anthocyanin extractions were extracted as described by Wu e. al26 in 1.5 ml tubes 
containing 5 mg of lyophilized tissues. Briefly, 300 µL of methanol/ water/ acetic acid 
(85:10:0.5; v/v) was added to lyophilized samples and sonicated for one hour in dark at 
4˚C and then further incubated in the same conditions (dark, 4°C) for an additional two 
hours. The samples were then centrifuged for five minutes at 13,000 rpm and the liquid 
phase (supernatant/upper layer) was filtered twice using 13 mm x 0.45µm Teflon 
Syringe filters (Supelco, PA).  
           An Atlantis T3 column (2.1×150mm, 3µm, Waters, Milford, MA) was used for 
separation. Elution was performed using mobile phase A (5% formic acid in LC-MS grade 
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water) and mobile phase B (5% Formic acid in methanol). The flow rate was kept at a 
0.2mL/min. When a 5 µL of sample was injected, a gradient was used as follows: 0-6 
min, 0-20% B; 6-40 min, 20-50% B; 40-44 min, 50-50% B; 44-48 min, 50%-100% B; 48-52 
min, 100-100% B; 52-56 min, 100-0% B. 
           Chromatographic separations were performed with an 1100 series HPLC (Agilent 
Technologies). This was attached to an Agilent 6210 MSD time-of-flight mass 
spectrometer with an electrospray ionization (ESI) source. The ESI capillary voltage was 
+3.0 kV, nitrogen gas temperature was set to 350 ˚C, drying gas flow rate was 11 L/min, 
nebulizer gas pressure was 35 psi, skimmer was 65 V, and OCT RF was 250 V. Mass data 
from mass range 100-2000 were collected and analyzed using Agilent DataAnalysis. 
           Individual anthocyanin peak areas were generated using the QuantAnalysis, and 
then were used to quantitatively compare the different level of each anthocyanins 
expressed. The tentative structure identification for each anthocyanin was interpreted 
through MS/MS performed with various collision energy (25-35 eV). 
 
Sample Preparation for LAESI-MSI 
           Leaves were cut from the plant using scissors and placed in a petri dish over a 
damp filter paper to prevent drying until ready for ablation. Both the petri dish and the 
scissors were washed in acetone prior to handling. No additional treatment or matrix 
was applied.  Once the samples were ready to be ablated, they were mounted onto 
glass microscope slides with double sided tape and placed on a xyz- translation stage 
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(Z825B, Thorlabs, Inc. Newton, NJ). The samples were positioned 8 mm below the 
electrospray axis and translated at a rate 0.4 mm/s.  
 
LAESI Source 
            A 53 µm i.d. polyimide-coated capillary was positioned with the tip approximately 
10 mm from the cone inlet of the mass spectrometer. A mixture of methanol and water 
(1:1 v/v) with a 0.1% formic acid solution (purity ≥ 99.5%, Fischer Scientific) was 
pumped through the capillary by a syringe pump (Model 22, Harvard Apparatus, South 
Natick, MA) at a rate of 0.6 µl/min. Leucine-enkaphalin (0.1 ppm, Waters) was added to 
the electrospray solution as a lockspray mass calibrant. The ESI voltage was +2.7 kV.  
A 355 nm Nd:YAG  ultraviolet laser (ULTRA, Big Sky Laser Tech, Inc., Bozeman, 
MT) was used.  Typical laser pulses of 250 µJ/pulse energy were focused to ~125 µm 
spot size by a 75 mm fused-silica plano-convex focusing lens. The laser was operated at 
10 Hz with a 5 ns pulse width. 
 
LAESI Mass Spectrometer 
           A Waters Synapt G2-S quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometer was used in 
these experiments. The mass spectrometer was modified by removing the ESI source 
enclosure. To bypass any electrical connections from this enclosure an adaptor, 
provided by Waters, was used. During a normal MS acquisition, the quadrupole collision 
energy was kept at a preset voltage of 30 eV. During tandem MS, the collision energy 
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was nominally 20 to 30 eV. The TOF mass analyzer was operated in sensitivity mode, 
with a mass resolution of approximately m/∆m 10,000 (FWHM). Mass spectra were  
recorded from 50 to 2000 m/z.  The time-of-flight extraction events were not 
synchronized to the laser pulses. 
 
LAESI Data Processing 
           Mass spectra were generated from total ion chromatograms using MassLynx V4.1 
(SCN851) software provided by Waters. Peak assignments from these chromatograms 
were based on accurate mass measurements, tandem MS analysis, and database 
searches including METLIN27, KEGG28, and MetCyc29. These databases were last accessed 
on September 20, 2016.  
To generate images,  MassLynx *.raw data files were converted into mzML files using 
the Proteowizard Mass ConverterTool30. The mzML files were then converted into 
imzML files using imzMLConverter31. The imzML files were then made into black and 
white images in DatacubeExplorer32 which were then converted to false-color images in 
GIMP 2.8. 
 
Results and Discussion 
Leaf color variations  
Foliage color differences between Wizard Jade and Broad Street were visualized 
at a magnification of 10x using 100 µm thick hand-sections (Fig. 3). Both coleus cultivars 
showed no anthocyanin accumulation on the lower epidermal layers of the leaf. The 
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green pigments accumulated in chloroplast cells of the mesophyll and palisade layers 
imparting the differences in leaf color. In Broad Street coleus anthocyanins accumulated 
only in the upper epidermal layers of the leaf, no anthocyanins were found in Wizard 
Jade.  This was expected considering the lack of a visual purple coloring.  
 
Anthocyanin Identification by LC-MS and LC-MS/MS 
Identification and peak assignment of anthocyanins were primarily based on the 
molecular weight, MSMS fragmentation and references.26 The chromatogram from the 
red portion of Broad Street is shown in Figure 4. Table 1 gives tentative assignments for 
five major anthocyanins and their corresponding MSMS fragments.  It should be noted 
that exact linkages among these structures were not able to be identified because the 
corresponding standards were not available for comparison. 
Similar anthocyanin extraction and LCMS detection were performed on the 
creamy white area of Wizard Jade.  As indicated in Figure 4, anthocyanins detected from 
the red portion of Broad Street were not detected in Wizard Jade. This is typical as the 
extracted solution from wizard jade is yellow and believed to not contain anthocyanins.  
 
LAESI-MSI of Broad Street and Wizard Jade 
           A representative background subtracted positive-ion mass spectrum (integrated 
from one laser ablation trench over the course of 50 s) from Broad Street coleus is 
shown in Fig. 6a. The most abundant ion signals that were observed included peaks 
representing the anthocyanins, cyanidin and malonylshisonin at m/z 287.0550 and 
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843.1984. Other observable anthocyanins included apigenen (m/z 271.0615), Cyanidin-
3-(p-coumaroyl)-glucoside (m/z 595.1451), and Cyanidin 3-(6”-p-coumarylglucoside)-5-
4”, 6”-dimalonylglucoside (m/z 929.1982). Other anthocyanins and their suggested 
assignments are listed in Table 2. Linkage positions were based on literature, and were 
measured in present work.14 
           Figure 6b shows a representative background subtracted positive-ion mass 
spectrum (integrated from one laser ablation trench over the course of 50 seconds) 
from Wizard Jade coleus. This spectrum is very from that of Broad Street. The most 
abundant ions observed included caffeic acid –H2O +H
+ at m/z 163, kaempferol at m/z 
287.0570, and unknown ions at m/z 351 and 399. Lower abundance ions showed the 
presence of carotenoids and lipids and are listed in table 2. The integrated mass spectra 
did not show the presence of anthocyanins. 
For both variety of leaves, tandem MS measurements were taken and compared 
to databases. Collision energies ranged from 15-30 eV. Representative spectra can be 
found in the supplementary materials. Furthermore, tandem MS measurements of 
Broad Street coleus were compared to the LC-MS/MS data. 
 
Anthocyanin Imaging in Broad Street Coleus and the Malonylshisonin Pathway 
           Figure 7 shows the pre-ablation optical image and false-color ion maps for 
anthocyanins in Broad Street coleus. For the images shown, there are 35 ablation tracks 
125 μm wide × 250 μm apart. Each ablation track took 50 s at a speed of 0.5 mm/s.  
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As expected, anthocyanins were concentrated in the red area of the leaf, 
particularly in the areas around the veins. This is understandable as veins transport 
anthocyanins to various parts of the leaves, and a small reserve of anthocyanins is 
stored in the veins for times of stress.33,34 The only anthocyanin spatial images which 
appear to have some accumulation in the green area are those for cyanidin (m/z 
287.0550) and cyanidin-3-O-β-D-glucoside (m/z 449.1084). These ions are isomers of the 
flavonoids kaempferol and kaempferol-3-O-β-D-glucoside. Tandem MS measurements 
were taken of both ions in the green and red portions of Broad Street coleus. 
Representative tandem MS spectra of the isomers cyanidin and kaempferol is show in 
Figure 8a. These results show that cyanidin was present in the red portion, while 
kaempferol was present in the green portion, shown by tandem MS measurements on a 
new Broad street leaf (figure 8b). MS/MS was taken of a single line in the green portion 
while a separate line was ablated in the red portion. Collision energies were 20 eV.     
Malonylshisonin was the most abundant anthocyanin present in Broad Street 
coleus. It has been studied previously in Perilla ocimoides leaves and has a structure of 
3-0-(6-0-( E)-p-coumaryl-p- D-glucopyranosyl)-5-0-( 6-0-malonyl-p- D-gluco 
pyranosyl)cyanidin.35 It is the final product of the super pathway of malonylshisonin 
biosynthesis, which is common in plants and higher organisms (Fig. 9).36-38 The pathway 
begins with cyanidin (287.0555 Da) which becomes cyanidin-3-O-β-D-glucoside 
(449.1084 Da). The pathway than splits into either cyanidin-3,5-di-O-β-D-glucoside 
(611.1612 Da) or cyanidin-3-(p-coumaroyl)-glucoside (595.1451 Da). The pathway then 
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converges to form shisonin (757.1980 Da) and eventually malonylshisonin (843.1984 
Da).  
Using mass spectrometry imaging, we were able to determine that 
malonylshisonin is formed in Broad Street coleus through cyanidin-3-(p-coumaroyl)-
glucoside. The ion, cyanidin-3,5-di-O-β-D-glucoside, was not present in the mass 
spectrum, thus this pathway was not used. To verify that this ion can be seen with our 
instrument, another variegated hybrid of coleus, Mosaic, was tested. Cyanidin-3,5-di-O-
β-D-glucoside (m/z 611.1513) was present in mosaic.  
 
Anthocyanin Imaging in Wizard Jade Coleus 
           Upon initial review of the LC-MS and spatially integrated LAESI-MS data, no 
anthocyanins were found in Wizard Jade coleus. However, when images were 
processed, shisonin and malonylshisonin were present in a small portion of the leaf and 
at very low intensities. Upon further inspection, only a single time resolved mass 
spectrum at 1.35 min in a 2 minute acquisition showed these ions. Figure 10 shows the 
time resolved mass spectrum from abaltion trench 27. Shisonin and malonylshisonin 
were present in the stem of the leaf which we believe are there to protect the leaf from 
damage, much like the reserves found in the veins of Broad Street coleus.33,34  The 
spatial resolution of LAESI-MS allowed measurement of  these low –abundance 
compounds, which were not found by chemical extraction techniques, like LC-MS. MS 
images were made for other compounds found in Wizard Jade (such as carotenes) and 
can be found in supplementary materials.  
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Conclusions 
Studies have reported that anthocyanins are water soluble pigments that 
contribute to the red coloration in coleus plants. These pigments are synthesized in the 
cytoplasm and actively transported and accumulate in the vacuoles of epidermal or 
mesophyll cells. To determine anthocyanin variations in both Broad Street and Wizard 
Jade coleus leaves laser ablation electrospray ionization was used. The use of an 
ultraviolet laser in this experiment helped any anthocyanins present in the samples to 
easily be absorbed and detected in the mass spectrometer. Several anthocyanin species 
were identified in Broad Street, but more surprisingly, anthocyanins were detected in 
Wizard Jade, a green and yellow variety of coleus. Two interesting compounds, shisonin 
and malonylshisonin, were found only in a few localized areas of the leaves and could 
not be observed by spatially-integrated methods.   
When LAESI is coupled with mass spectrometry imaging, we were also able to 
determine the steps in the malonylshisonin biosynthesis pathway. Since there is little 
sample preparation, LAESI MSI is a quicker, sensitive option than assays or other forms 
of mass spectrometry to investigate biological processes in plants. Our results showed 
that Broad Street coleus favored unique steps in the malonylshisonin biosynthesis 
pathway and also demonstrated the sensitivity of LAESI in detection of small abundant 
molecules in coleus Jade.  
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Table A1. Metabolites identified in Broad Street and Wizard jade coleus by LC-MS. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Peak [M]
+
 
(m/z) 
MS/MS fragments 
(m/z) 
Proposed Anthocyanin Structure 
3 757.3 287.0,449.0,595.1 Cyanidin 3-O-(6-O-p-coumaroyl)glucoside-
5-O-glucoside 
6 857.3 287.0, 549.1, 595.1 Cyanidin-3-rutinoside-5-succinyl-glucoside 
7 857.3 287.0 595.2,649.1 Cyanidin-3-rutinoside-5-succinyl-glucoside 
8 843.3 287.0, 535.0, 595.1, 
799.1 
Cyanidin-3-3-O-(6-O-p-
coumaroyl)glucoside-5-malonyl-glucoside 
9 957.3 287.0, 595.2, 649.1 Cyanidin-3-rutinoside-5-
(succinyl)(succinyl)-glucoside 
10 957.4 287.0, 595.2, 649.1 Cyanidin-3-rutinoside-5-
(succinyl)(succinyl)-glucoside 
11 943.3 287.0, 595.2, 635.1 Cyanidin-3-rutinoside-5-malonyl-succinyl-
glucoside 
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Table A2. Metabolites identified in Broad Street and Wizard jade coleus by UV-LAESI 
under atmospheric pressure. Carotenes in Jade coleus are suggested due to mass defect of 
~0.4xxx. 
 
Plant 
Suggested 
Assignment 
Mean 
Measured 
(Da) 
Accurate 
Mass 
(Da) 
∆ppm 
Measured 
Product Ions 
Broadstreet Caffeic Acid 163.0364 163.0395 19 
145,135,117,8
9 
 Apigenin 271.0615 271.0606 3 212,194,153 
 Cyanidin 287.0550 287.0550 0  
 Rosmarinate 383.0751 383.0737 3 271,221,163 
 
Cyanidin 3-O-(6-O-
p-coumaroyl) 
glucoside 
595.1451 595.1446 0.8 287 
 Shisonin 757.1926 757.1974 6 
595, 449, 287, 
147 
 Malonylshisonin 843.1984 843.1978 0.7 595, 535, 287 
 
Cyanidin 3-(6”-p-
coumarylglucoside)-
5-4”, 6”-
dimalonylglucoside 
929.1982 929.1982 0 
843,621, 595, 
287 
 
Jade Caffeic Acid 163.0364 163.0395 19 
145,135,117,8
9 
 Apigenin 271.0636 271.0606 11 212,194,153 
 Kaempferol 287.0557 287.0550 2  
 ID Unknown 351.1137 -- -- 333,191,163 
 Rosmarinate 383.0751 383.0737 3 271,221,163 
 ID Unknown 399.0544 -- -- 
383, 353, 296, 
163 
 
ID Unknown-
possible carotene 
651.4186 -- -- 637, 581 
 
ID Unknown-
possible carotene 
813.4608 -- -- 271, 163 
 
ID Unknown-
possible carotene 
911.6208 -- -- 271, 163 
 
ID Unknown-
possible carotene 
975.4839 -- -- 637 
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Figure A1. Anthocyanin biosynthesis. F3H is flavonone 3-hydroxylase, F3'H is flavonoid 
3'-hydroxylase, F3'5'H is flavonoid 3'5'-hydroxylase, DFR is dihydroflavonol 4-reductase, 
and ANS is anthocyanidin synthase. 
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Figure A2. Typical LAESI-MSI experiment. Once the leaves are picked, they are put 
attached to a glass slide by double sided tape. The sample is ablated by a UV laser and 
an external electrospray source turns the ablated sample into ions. These ions can enter 
the mass spectrometer and an individual mass spectrum is produced. Over the course of 
an imaging run, every time the laser hits the sample, a mass spectrum is produced. 
Every individual spectrum is combined and data processed. Images can now be created 
for all m/z. 
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Figure A3. Tissue sectioning of coleus leaves at 100 µm thickness and a magnification of 
10X. A) Tissue section of broadstreet coleus. Anthocyanins (red spots, indicated by red 
arrow) are accumulated on the upper epidermal layer of the leaf. B) Tissue section of 
Jade coleus. No anthocyanins are present, although there is a greater accumulation of 
chlorophyll than Broadstreet coleus. 
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Figure A4. LC-MS comparison of Broadstreet coleus (black) and wizard jade (red). No 
anthocyanins were found in wizard jade.  
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Figure A5. Integrated positive ion mass spectrum obtained from one ablation track in A) 
Broad Street coleus and B) Wizard Jade coleus. The ESI background has been subtracted 
from these LAESI spectra.  
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Figure A6. Images for positive ions from broadstreet coleus.   a) Optical photograph 
before ablation. False color ion maps of broadstreet at b) m/z 287.0535, cyanidin, c) m/z 
449.1177, Cyanidin-3-O-β-D-glucoside, d) m/z 595.1498, Cyanidin-3-(p-coumaroyl) 
glucoside, e) m/z 757.1926, shisonin, and f) m/z 843.2001, malonylshisonin.   
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Figure A7. Typical tandem MS results for isomeric positive ions from broadstreet: A) 
tandem MS of spectrum of cyanidin and, B) tandem MS spectrum of kaempferol. The 
collision energies for these experiments were 30 eV. 
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Figure A8. The biosynthetic pathway of malonylshisonin from cyanidin.   
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Figure A9. Mosaic coleus. A) image for cyanidin-di-glucoside (m/z 611.1513 Da). B) 
Integrated positive ion mass spectrum obtained from one ablation track in mosaic 
coleus acquired by atmospheric-pressure UV-LAESI.  The ESI background has been 
subtracted from this LAESI spectrum. Inset shows the presence of cyanidin-di-glucoside 
at m/z 611.1513. 
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Figure A10. Images for positive anthocyanin images from jade coleus: a) optical 
photograph of jade coleus prior to ablation. False color ion maps of jade at b) m/z 
757.1986, shisonin, and, c) m/z 843.1920, malonylshisonin. 
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Figure A11. Time resolved mass spectrum of jade coleus taken at 1.36 minutes during a 
2 minute acquisition. Inset (~5X zoomed) show the presence of shisonin (m/z 757.1986) 
and malonylshisonin (m/z 843.1920). This spectrum is not background subtracted. 
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Figure AS1. MS/MS of the red section of broadstreet coleus taken by ambient-pressure 
UV-LAESI for A) m/z 843, malonylshisonin, and B) m/z 929, Cyanidin 3-(6”-p-
coumarylglucoside)-5-4”, 6”-dimalonylglucoside. The collision energy for both was 15 
eV.  
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Figure AS2. MS/MS of the red section of broadstreet coleus taken by LC-MS. A) m/z 843, 
malonylshisonin, and B) m/z 929, Cyanidin 3-(6”-p-coumarylglucoside)-5-4”, 6”-
dimalonylglucoside. The results are similar to those taken by UV-LAESI. 
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Figure AS3. Optical and positive images in Jade coleus leaves taken by ambient-pressure 
UV-LAESI. Due to the mass defect, it is assumed that the images represent lipids, 
although the actual IDs are unknown.   
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Abstract 
Nitridoferrates containing monovalent iron ions are a class of materials of recent 
interest as potentially novel magnetic materials. Aiming at the exploration of 
nitridoferrates of calcium, we report the single crystal growth from Ca ﬂux and crystal 
structure of the first member (n = 2) of a series of inverse Ruddlesden-Popper nitride 
with a general formula of An−1A'2BnX3n+1, where A = Li/Fe, A' = Te, B = N, and X = Ca. 
Single crystal X-ray diffraction analyses indicate the crystal with a composition of 
Ca7(Li0.32(1)Fe0.68(1))Te2N2 and the tetragonal space group I4/mmm (a = 4.7884 (1)Å, c = 
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25.3723(4) Å, Z = 2). The structure features alternately stacking NaCl-type A'X slabs and 
the perovskite-type ABX3 slabs along the c axis. The Li/Fe atoms are located in 
cuboctahedral cavities surrounded by eight Ca6N octahedra in the ABX3 slab. This work 
demonstrates the viability of the Ca-rich ﬂux as a suitable solvent for the exploration of 
new complex nitrides with interesting crystal structure and properties. 
Keywords 
Nitrides; flux method; crystal structure 
 
Introduction 
Binary nitride materials have attracted strong interest in both science and 
technology for their properties over the past decades. GaN and its III-V solid solutions 
are semiconductors widely used for light emitting diode, laser diode, photodetector, 
and sensor application [1-5]. NbN, ZrN, and HfN are well known superconductors with 
relatively high superconducting transition temperatures for conventional 
superconductors [6-8]. Hexagonal BN is a good lubricant over wide temperature range 
and a two-dimensional (2D) material oﬀering a remarkable opportunity for advanced 2D 
devices [9,10]. Cubic BN and wurtzite BN are reported to have hardness comparable to 
diamond [11,12]. 
More recently, interest in complex nitrides, like ternary and quaternary nitrides, 
has increased due to their speciﬁc properties [13]. Among complex nitrides, 
nitridoferrates of alkaline and alkaline earth metals, containing monovalent iron have 
attracted speciﬁc attention. Up to now, several nitridoferrates featuring one-
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dimensional (1D) N-(Li/Fe)-N chains, such as Li2[(Li1−xFex)N] [14,15], CaLi2[(Li1−xFex)N]2 
[16], SrLi2[(Li1−xFex)N]2 [16], Ca2{Li[(Li1-xFex)N2]} [17], and Li2Sr[Li1−xFexN]2 [18] have been 
reported. Li2[(Li1−xFex)N] [15] and Li2Sr[Li1−xFexN]2 [18] have remarkable magnetic 
anisotropy and coercivity, which are desired for functional magnetic materials. Unlike 
the inﬁnite N-(Li/Fe)-N chains, discrete N-(Li/Fe)-N linear blocks surrounded by Ca ion 
were discovered in the newly synthesized Ca6(Li1−xFex)Te2N3 [19,20], which 
demonstrates the variety of possible coordination environments for the (Li/Fe)-N units. 
Compared with their oxide counterparts, the growth and study of complex 
nitrides is diﬃcult. Elemental nitrogen usually forms the diatomic molecule N2 which has 
a strong covalent triple bond. The transition from atomic N to a N−3 anion needs to 
overcome a high energy barrier. Many of the nitrides are metastable phases and easily 
decompose. On one hand, these issues contribute to the challenge of synthesizing 
nitride materials. On the other hand, this situation oﬀers a vast unexplored territory and 
creates excellent opportunities to discover new nitride materials with interesting crystal 
structures and properties by developing suitable synthetic methods to overcome these 
obstacles. 
Tremendous eﬀorts have been devoted to preparing nitrides by solid-state 
reaction [21], ammonolysis [22], solid-state metathesis [23,24], vapor deposition [25], 
carbothermal reduction [26], reactive sputtering [27], precursor decomposition [28], 
solvothermal process [29], and solution growth [30,31]. The solution growth method 
utilizes low melting point metals, such as alkaline metals or alkaline earth metals, as 
ﬂux, dissolves reactants and facilitates reactions by attenuating the energy barrier for 
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breaking the N-N bonding. Na, Li, and Ca ﬂux have been successfully used to grow GaN 
single crystal [32-37], as well as other nitrides [31]. As such, the viability of alkaline 
metal and alkaline earth metal ﬂuxes should deﬁnitely not be limited to the single 
crystal growth of binary nitrides. 
Nitrogen is highly soluble in Ca [38], which also has a moderately high melting 
point 842 °C. The eutectic point of Ca-Ca3N2 is determined to be at 1.94 at.% N and 814 
°C [39]. As such, Ca-rich ﬂux is postulated to be a suitable solvent for the exploration of 
complex nitrides of calcium. Here we report the discovery of an inversed Ruddlesden-
Popper (RP) nitride Ca7(Li1−xFex)Te2N2 with x = 0.68(1) grown by Ca ﬂux. It crystallizes in 
the tetragonal space group I4/mmm and contains a Li/Fe mixed site inside the 
cuboctahedral cavities deﬁned by Ca6N octahedra. 
 
Experimental  
Ca7(Li1−xFex)Te2N2 single crystals were grown by the solution growth method out 
of Ca-rich ﬂux. Distilled Ca pieces (> 99.9%, Material Preparation Center (MPC), Ames 
Laboratory), lithium foil (99.9%, Alfa Aesar), tellurium (99.999%, Alfa Aesar), iron 
(99.99%, Alfa Aesar), and Ca3N2 (99%, Alfa Aesar) were weighed in the molar ratios of 
Ca:Li:Te:Fe:Ca3N2 = 7:1:1:0.1:1 and put inside a three-cap Ta crucible in an argon-ﬁlled 
glovebox [31]. The Ta crucible was sealed by arc welding under argon and loaded into an 
amorphous silica ampoule, which was sealed under roughly 0.2 atmosphere argon to 
prevent the oxidization of Ta during the growth process. The growth ampoule was 
heated over 3 hours to 450 °C, held for 3 hours to melt tellurium and to react the 
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elements, then heated over 12 hours to 1100 °C, held at this temperature for 4 hours, 
slowly cooled to 875 °C over 74 hours, and ﬁnally the assembly was decanted in a 
centrifuge to separate crystals from the remaining liquid. The Ca7(Li1−xFex)Te2N2 crystals 
grow as rods with diameters ranging from several tens microns to millimeters and of 
lengths up to 7 mm, see Fig. 1. Single crystals of Ca7(Li1−xFex)Te2N2 are very air sensitive 
and degrade within a few minutes in air. Besides Ca7(Li1−xFex)Te2N2, CaTe was found as a 
byproduct. 
Small Ca7(Li1−xFex)Te2N2 pieces were selected under a microscope in a nitrogen-
ﬁlled glovebox and sealed in quartz capillaries. Single-crystal X-ray diﬀraction data were 
collected at room temperature using a Bruker APEX II diﬀractometer equipped with a 
CCD area detector with Mo Kα radiation. Reﬁnements of the diﬀraction data were 
performed using the SHELXTL package [40]. 
The chemical compositions of Ca7(Li1−xFex)Te2N2 single crystals were determined 
using a Bruker Aurora Elite Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometer (ICP–MS) 
without collision gas. Samples were dissolved in 1% nitric acid, 1% hydrochloric acid 
solutions. The total mass of solute ranged from 0.6 mg to 3.4 mg, with a ﬁnal sample 
solution concentration of 500 ppb. The isotopes analyzed were 7Li+, 42Ca+, 43Ca+, 44Ca+, 
56Fe+, 57Fe+, and 125Te+. External calibration curves of net signal vs. concentration were 
created using standard concentrations of 20, 200, and 2000 ppb. The molar ratios of 
(Li+Fe)/Ca and Li/Fe were determined as 0.147 and 0.471, respectively. The [(standard 
deviation/mean result) * 100] (%RSD) of the solution concentration in ppb for Li, Fe, and 
Ca are 1.25, 0.08, and 0.79, respectively. 
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The isothermal magnetization of Ca7(Li1−xFex)Te2N2 was measured as a function 
of magnetic fields (up to ± 5 T) that were applied parallel and perpendicular to the rod 
at 5 K and 300 K. No apparent magnetic anisotropy between the two measured 
directions was observed. The saturated magnetic moments for both directions are 
about 0.02 μB/Fe, likely a result of impurity We tried to measure the resistance of 
Ca7(Li1−xFex)Te2N2 crystals by multimeter or making contacts using silver paint in the 
nitrogen-filled glovebox. In both cases, the resistance (sample and/or contacts) was too 
large to be measured. 
 
Results and discussion 
The crystal structure was determined by direct method in the tetragonal 
structure with space group I4/mmm, in which the ﬁve independent metal sites were 
identiﬁed. Atomic assignments were made on the basis of peak intensities and bond 
distances to neighboring atoms. Subsequent diﬀerence Fourier map yield the N site. The 
final reﬁnement with anisotropic displacement parameters yielded a formula of 
Ca7(Li0.32(1)Fe0.68(1))Te2N2. This proportion is consistent with the chemical composition 
determined by ICP–MS, which yielded a molar ratio of (Li+Fe)/Ca~0.147. Representative 
crystallographic data of the structural refinement are listed in Tables 1, 2, and 3. 
denote Ca atoms, with atomic sequence marked as given in Table 2. Purple and blue 
spheres denote Fe/Li and Te atoms, respectively. Representative bond distances are also 
marked. 
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As shown in Fig. 2(a), the structure of Ca7(Li0.32(1)Fe0.68(1))Te2N2 manifest nitrogen 
centered Ca6 octahedra, deﬁned by four Ca1 atoms on the waist, and one Ca2 atom 
capping on the top and one Ca3 capping on the bottom. The Ca6N octahedra are slightly 
distorted along c-axis, as indicated by the bond distance of dN−Ca2 = 2.325(3) Å and dN−Ca3 
= 2.495(3) Å (see Table 3). These Ca-N distances of 2.325(3) Å, 2.4055(3) Å (dN−Ca1), and 
2.495(3) Å are within the range of reported Ca-N bond lengths for Ca3N2 (2.46 Å), Ca11N8 
(2.308-2.900 Å), and Ca2N (2.4426(4) Å) [41-43]. All Ca1 and Ca3 atoms are shared by 
neighboring octahedra to form 2D perovskite-type ABX3 slabs, which are stacked along 
c-axis and separated by the more electronegative Te atoms. The Fe/Li atoms are located 
at the centers of cuboctahedral cavities in the perovskite layers, shown in Fig. 3(a). The 
(Fe/Li)-Ca distances are 3.2930(4)-3.3859(1) Å, within the range of Ca-Li and Ce-Fe 
distances commonly observed in intermetallics, e.g., dCa-Li = 3.672 Å in Laves phase CaLi2 
[44] and dCa-Fe = 3.219(1) Å in CaFe2Si2 [45]. The Te atoms in Ca7(Li0.32(1)Fe0.68(1))Te2N2 are 
located between neighboring perovskites slabs; each has nine neighboring Ca atoms in 
its first coordinating sphere, shown in Figure 3(b).  
Simply judging from the formula of Ca7(Li0.32(1)Fe0.68(1))Te2N2, the title 7-1-2-2 
phase seems to have certain underpinned relationship with Ca6Li0.48Fe0.52Te2N3 [19], or 
in short, 6-1-2-3 phase. However, their differences are remarkable: (1) there are two 
sets of N atoms in the 6-1-2-3 structure, one with octahedral coordination of six calcium 
atoms and the other with five calcium and one Fe/Li atoms, as shown in Fig. 2(b). 
Noteworthy is that Fe in the 6-1-2-3 phase can be considered as a cationic atom with a 
rare formal charge of +1 (d6s1 configuration), as confirmed by susceptibility data and 
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theory calculations [19]. Yet the same is not true for the 7-1-2-2 phase, which in fact is a 
metallic phase. (2) The Fe/Li-Fe/Li separation in the 6-1-2-3 phase is c/2 = 3.36 Å [19]. 
However, each Fe/Li in the 6-1-2-3 structure has direct bonding interaction with two 
electronegative N atoms with a distance of 1.86 Å. This could yield Fe-N-Fe super-
exchange interactions as indicated by susceptibility data [19]. In contrast, Fe/Li in 
perovskite-type layer of the 7-1-2-2 phase is surrounded by 12 Ca atoms and no direct 
Fe/Li-N bonding exists as the separation is 4.7884(1) Å. Therefore, this material likely 
does not show strong magnetic response because of an expected electron delocalization 
in the Ca3N(Fe/Li) perovskite slab with intermetallic nature. In other words, the local 
region in the perovskite slabs is in fact dominated by homoatomic Ca-Ca and 
heteroatomic Ca-Fe/Li metallic bonding interactions. Although susceptibility and 
resistance data for Ca7(Li0.32(1)Fe0.68(1))Te2N2 are not available, metallic luster is seen for 
the title crystals (cf. Figure 1).   
In fact, the present 7-1-2-2 structure can be considered as the first member (n = 
2) of an inverse RP phase, with a general formula of An−1A'2BnX3n+1, here A = Li/Fe, A' = 
Te, B = N, and X = Ca. This type structure features alternately stacking NaCl-type A'X 
slabs and the perovskite-type ABX3 slabs along the long axis. With this formula in hand, 
a series of new phases in the same system could be designed and to be synthesized by 
stoichiometric solid-state reactions, e.g., Ca4Te2N (n = 1) and Ca10(Li1−xFex)2Te2N3 (n = 3). 
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Conclusions 
A novel inverse RP nitride Ca7(Li1−xFex)Te2N2 with x = 0.68(1) was successfully grown 
from Ca ﬂux. The single-crystal XRD indicates that it crystallizes in the tetragonal space 
group I4/mmm and contains Li/Fe ions located in cuboctahedral cavities in the 
perovskite-type layers formed by Ca6N octahedra. This work demonstrates the viability 
of Ca ﬂux to crystallize new complex nitride, and predicts the existence of a series of 
new inversed RP phases in the title system. 
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Figure B1. Optical photograph of Ca7(Li1−xFex)Te2N2 single crystals. 
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Figure B2. Crystal structures for (a) Ca7(Li0.32(1)Fe0.68(1))Te2N2 and (b) Ca6Li0.48Fe0.52Te2N3. 
 
Figure B3. Environments of (a) Fe/Li and (b) Te in Ca7(Li0.32(1)Fe0.68(1))Te2N2. Red spheres 
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Table B1. Crystal structure data of Ca7(Li0.32(1)Fe0.68(1))Te2N2 obtained by structural 
refinement. 
 
Empirical formula Ca7(Li0.32(1)Fe0.68(1))Te2N2 
Space group, Z I4/mmm, 2 
Unit cell (Å) a = 4.7884(1) 
c = 25.3723(4) 
Vol. (Å
3
)  V = 581.76(3) 
dcal (g/cm
3
) 3.448 
Reﬂections collected/Rint 
/Rint 
8804/0.0302 
Data/restraints/parameters 308/0/20 
Goodness-of-ﬁt on F2 1.147 
R1/wR2 [I>2σ(I)] 0.0118/0.0302 
(all data) 0.0127/0.0305 
Peak and hole (e.Å
-3
) 0.419/-0.517 
 
 
Table B2. The refined atomic positions and equivalent isotropic displacement 
parameters for Ca7(Li0.32(1)Fe0.68(1))Te2N2. 
 
Atom Wyck. Site S.O.F. x y z Ueq (Å
2
) 
Te 4e 4mm  0 0 0.1845(1) 0.013(1) 
Fe/Li 2a 4/mmm 0.680/0.320(5) 0 0 0 0.007(1) 
Ca1 8g 2mm  0 0.5 0.08912(1) 0.013(1) 
Ca2 4e 4mm  0 0 0.3100(1) 0.017(1) 
Ca3 2b 4/mmm  0 0 1/2 0.016(1) 
N 4e 4mm  0 0 0.4017(1) 0.007(1) 
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Table B3. Environments and bond distances around Te, Fe/Li, and N atoms in 
Ca7(Li0.32(1)Fe0.68(1))Te2N2, and selected interatomic distances between Ca atoms. 
 
Bond Distance (Å) Bond Distance (Å) Bond Distance (Å) 
Te-Ca1 x 4 3.4032(5) Fe/Li-Ca1 x 4 3.2930(4) N-Ca1 x 4 2.4055(3) 
Te-Ca2 x 1 3.1862(9) Fe/Li-Ca1 x 4 3.2933(4) N-Ca2 x 1 2.325(3) 
Te-Ca2 x 4 3.3888(1) Fe/Li-Ca3 x 4 3.3859(1) N-Ca3 x 1 2.495(3) 
Ca1-Ca1 3.3859(1) Ca1-Ca2 3.5044(8) Ca1-Ca3 3.2934(4) 
  Ca1-Ca2 3.5040(8) Ca1-Ca3 3.2930(4) 
 
 
 
 
